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1. INTRODUCTION
Civil Aviation has a strong correlation with
economic growth and development of a
country. On one hand, economic development
of the nation can create demands for and
promote the development of civil aviation. On
the other hand, civil aviation can satisfy the
potential demands of social tourism, logistics
industries and so on, and boost the
development of the national economy. An
ICAO study attributes over 4.5% of global GDP
to the air transport component of civil aviation.
Improvements in connectivity contribute to
the improvement in the overall level of
productivity through two main channels:
through the effects on domestic firms of
increased access to foreign markets, and
increased foreign competition in the home
market, and through the freer movement of
investment capital and workers between
countries.
The last decade has witnessed significant
expansion across passenger and freight traffic,
number of operational airports and aircrafts,
and investments in the sector. The first half of
the last decade saw the Indian Aviation
Industry being bogged down by a period of
high fuel prices, effects of a global financial
crisis and limited pricing power which
contributed to industry wide over-capacity.
However, during the later part of the decade,
supported by the strong macro-economic
indicators the sector has emerged stronger.
This part also saw the industry environment
becoming more conducive, with low ATF prices
and rationalization in seat capacity owing to
restructuring in the airline industry.
Overall, during the last decade domestic
passenger traffic in India has more than
trebled. Today, India is the 9th largest and
fastest growing aviation market in the world,
valued at $16 Bn. It became the third largest
aviation market in terms of domestic
passenger traffic in 2016 and the first 8 months
of 2017 have seen the monthly domestic traffic

growing at 15%+ (compared to similar period
last year). With the positive outlook of macroeconomic factors, low ATF prices and industryfriendly government policies, India is expected
to become the third largest aviation market by
2025, a year earlier than as predicted by IATA
in 2016.
Even with the high growth rate in the last
decade, India’s air travel penetration is just
0.08 air trips per capita per annum, much
lower than developed countries like the U.S.
and Australia (22-35x India’s air travel
penetration) and even developing countries
like China and Brazil (4-7x India’s air travel
penetration). Over the next decade, rising
disposable incomes are expected to
significantly enhance the penetration of air
travel in India.
In line with the increasing passenger traffic in
India, Boeing projects India's demand for
aircraft to touch 2,100, valued at USD 290 Bn,
over the next 20 years. In addition, Boeing
projected a worldwide demand for 41,030 new
airplanes over the same time period, with India
passenger carriers needing more than 5.1 per
cent of the total global demand.
Following are the main demand side drivers
supporting traffic growth:
•

•

•
•

Increase in demand due to growing middle
class and improvement in the overall
business sentiment leading to increase in
economic activities
Rise in PPP adjusted GDP per capita
reaching USD 6,572 – leaving greater
disposable income with the population
Growth in travel and tourism industry –
forecast to reach USD 271 Bn by 2023
Declining travel cost due to increased
efficiency, low fuel cost and strong
exchange rate

On the supply side, the following drivers can
aid in the growth of Indian aviation:
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•

•

•

•
•

Private
sector
participation
in
infrastructure development through PPP
model (development of Greenfield airport
such as Mopa Goa, Bhogapuram and Navi
Mumbai)
Capacity expansion at existing metro
airports such as Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore
and Hyderabad
Growth of new carriers like Vistara and Air
Asia. Additionally, many regional airlines
are also entering the market to capture the
regional & remote demand, e.g. Trujet and
Zoomair
Fast-paced fleet expansion by major airline
companies
With increasing importance of India for
global airlines, many global carriers have
shown interest in investing in new regional
carriers, e.g. Pegasus

While the Indian Aviation Sector has a strong
base for growth, it has been constrained by
issues
including
lack
of
adequate
infrastructure, limited connectivity in remote
and regional areas, restrictive policies,
distorted airline cost structure on account of
high ATF taxes, and shortage of trained pilots
and other airline/airport staff.
Part of this is reflective in the fact that most of
the historical air traffic growth has come from

the major airport cities in India, which offer
adequate infrastructure, high load factors and
profitable yields for airlines. Over the last
decade, the share of top 10 airports has
increased from 67% to 75%.
Initiatives for long term growth
In the recent years, GoI has also taken multiple
initiatives to help this sector achieve its full
potential. This includes numerous forward
looking policies like the New Civil Aviation
Policy (NCAP), Open Skies Policy, allowance for
FDI in aviation sector (100% foreign equity in
airport development), and allowance of direct
ATF imports by airlines etc.
The NCAP 2016 focuses on addressing key
challenges faced by the aviation industry
including lack of remote connectivity, high
ticket prices and lack of incentives for the
airlines to expand to cities beyond the state
capitals. The first round of bidding was
successful and saw 128 routes being awarded
in a transparent manner with a subsidy
requirement of around INR 205 Crore. The
government has launched second round of
bidding this year with further enhancements to
the policy. This report outlines the contours of
the Regional Connectivity Scheme and the
dynamics of the two rounds of bidding.
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2. OVERVIEW OF GLOBAL AVIATION INDUSTRY
2.1 GLOBAL MACRO-ECONOMIC
INDICATORS

eliminated, and prospects for growth in GDP
per capita are held back by weak productivity
growth and rising old-age dependency ratios.
The developed economies are projected to
grow at 1.9 percent in 2017, according to the
World Bank.

The global economy is picking up with a long
awaited cyclical recovery in investment,
manufacturing and trade. As manufacturing
and trade are picking up, confidence is
improving and even as international financing
conditions remain benign, the global growth is
expected to accelerate to 2.7 percent in 2017,
up from a post-crisis low of 2.4 percent in 2016.
It is further expected to grow at 2.9 percent in
2018-19. (Source: World Bank)

In emerging markets and developing
economies (EMDEs), obstacles to growth
among commodity exporters are diminishing
as commodity prices stabilize. At the same
time, activity in commodity importers remains
robust. As a result, growth is predicted to
recover to 4.1 percent in 2017 and reach an
average of 4.6 percent in 2018. While growth
is strong in Asia Pacific region, prospects for
many emerging market and developing
economies in sub-Saharan Africa, Middle East,
and Latin America are lacklustre.

Activity in advanced economies is expected to
gain momentum, supported by an upturn in
the United States, Europe and Japan. The
outlook has improved, notably for the euro
zone, but in many countries inflation remains
weak, indicating that slack has yet to be

Figure 1: Historical and Forecasted Growth in GDP across Regions in the World.
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The economic pickup started in 2016 and
gathered steam in first half of 2017 as
continued recovery in global investments
spurred manufacturing activity (rising PMI
index) and increase in private consumption.
Risks to the global outlook remain tilted to the

downside. These include increased trade
protectionism, elevated economic policy
uncertainty, the possibility of financial market
disruptions, and, over the longer term, weaker
potential growth.
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The economic upturn after disappointing
growth over the past few years provides an
ideal window of opportunity to undertake
critical reforms, thereby staving off downside
risks and raising potential output and
standards of living.

of 2017 (H1 2017) – the fastest half since 2005.
Nearly three-quarters of this year-on-year
increase was accounted for by airlines based in
Asia Pacific and Europe. On the contrary,
Middle East saw the slowest H1 growth rate
(7.3%) since 2003, and it was the only region to
see growth decelerate relative to the same
period a year ago. Latin America and Africa
have posted good growth rates with the two
regions leading in the international RPK growth
rate.

2.2 GLOBAL AVIATION INDUSTRY
OVERVIEW
Industry-wide revenue passenger kilometres
(RPKs) grew by 7.9% year-on-year in first half

Figure 2: Growth in RPKs across Regions.
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The strong start to the year for passenger
demand has been set against a markedly
brighter economic backdrop relative to the
first half of 2016, as well as a period of demand
stimulation from lower airfares. The robust
finish to 2016 for seasonally-adjusted (SA)
traffic has also provided a favourable starting
point for RPK growth rates in 2017. In fact,
even if SA traffic had remained steady at its
December 2016 level, year-on-year RPK
growth in the first half of the year would still
have been in the region of 6%.
That said, the latest data provides further
evidence that the upward trend in SA
passenger traffic has slowed from that seen in
the final months of 2016. Industry-wide RPKs
were growing at an annualized rate of more
than 12% coming into 2017, but this has

slowed to around 7% since February 2017. It is
remarkable to note that despite the slowing,
the annualized pace of growth remains ahead
of the average growth rate of both the past five
and ten years (6.4% and 5.5%, respectively).
2017 Growth Story
On account of the strong traffic demand,
including the improved air cargo market, IATA
revised its 2017 industry profitability outlook
upwards. The outlook, disclosed during its
AGM in Cancun, marks a $1.6 billion
improvement on the $29.8 billion it projected
in its last forecast for 2017 six months ago.
Global airline earnings will fall less than
previously forecast as Europe rebounds from a
weak 2016 and Asian carriers tap a surge in
cargo shipments. Airlines are expected to
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report a $31.4 billion profit on revenues of
$743 billion.
“This will be another solid year of performance
for the airline industry. Demand for both the
cargo and passenger business is stronger than
expected. While revenues are increasing,
earnings are being squeezed by rising fuel,
labor and maintenance expenses. In 2017,
airlines are expected to retain a net profit of
$7.69 per passenger. That is down from $9.13

in 2016 and $10.08 in 2015. The average net
profit margin stands at 4.2% (down from 4.9%
in 2016).” said Alexandre de Juniac, IATA’s
Director General and CEO.
He added that profitability is not equally
spread across the regions. Half the industry's
profits are being made in North America. Asia,
Latin America and Europe are generating
sustainable profits, but only just. And Africa
and the Middle East are struggling.

Table 1: Expected Profits in 2017 across Regions.

Expected Profits in 2017 (Bn $)

US

Europe

APAC

15.4

7.4

7.4

Middle
East
0.4

LATAM

Africa

Total

0.8

-0.1

31.4

Source: IATA

Passenger demand is forecast to increase by
2.3 percentage points compared with IATA’s
previous estimate, to 7.4 percent, matching
2016’s growth rate. This will boost passenger
numbers by about 275 million to 4.1 billion and
ensure traffic expansion exceeds planned
capacity hikes, spurring the average load factor
or occupancy level to 80.6 percent, up from
80.3 percent in 2016. The gain should allow
airlines to boost fares or unit revenues.
IATA reckons a barrel of oil will average $54 in
2017, a dollar less than previously predicted.
While that’s up from $44.6 in 2016, the price
trend won’t yet translate into a higher fuel for
all carriers, with hedging positions meaning
that the industry-wide bill will be $4 billion
lower than in 2016 at $129 billion.
A year of new ultra-long air routes
The new era in comfortable, efficient long-haul
travel for passengers began in January 2015
with Qatar Airways’ first A350 XWB
commercial flight between Doha and
Frankfurt. Noticeably, Qatar’s non-stop service
from Doha to Auckland had made aviation
history covering 14,542 km and lasting 17
hours and 30 minutes. As the oil prices stay
within $45-70 per barrel, more long-haul
routes are expected to open worldwide.

The Australian carrier Qantas Airways has a
plan to open a new route between Perth and
London using its new Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner
in this year, which would make the long-haul
journey in 17 hours. Qantas can offset the
higher cost of carrying more fuel to complete
the flight by saving on stopover costs, such as
airport charges, ground handling, taxes, crew
hotel rooms and lounge usage.
Singapore Airlines will also join the race when
it resumes non-stop flights to New York with an
ultra-long distance variant of the Airbus A350
as soon as 2018. It has said the New York
service, at around 19 hours, will start in 2018.
A new generation of aircrafts has helped to
make longer flights more efficient – thanks to
both Airbus and Boeing. The Airbus A350 XWB
offers true long-range capability of up to 8,100
nautical miles, but can also be easily
configured to operate both regional and ultralong haul routes (up to 9,700nm),
demonstrating its full operational flexibility.
The Airbus delivered its first A350 back in 2016
and has ramped up the production since then.
Boeing is working on its 777-8 model which will
offer a range of 8700 nautical miles (16,110
kms) and its first delivery is expected in 2020.
Boeing’s 787-9 Dreamliner with a range of
greater than 7500 nautical miles is another
aircraft capable of ultra-long haul flights.
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Table 2: Annual Total of Long-Haul Aircraft Deliveries from 2014-16.

Aircraft Model
Airbus A350
Boeing 787

2014
1
114

2015
14
135

2016
49
137

Source: Airbus and Boeing Annual Reports

Airbus, Boeing and engine manufacturers are
constantly investing to reduce fuel usage,
extending a plane's range and its ability to
perform in hot conditions like the Middle East.
The financial viability of such long-haul flights
depends primarily on the fuel costs. As the fuel
prices go up, the disadvantages of flying a very
heavy plane will begin to make ultra-long haul
flights challenging.

percentage points to 82.0% - a record for the
month of April. The robust performance is
supported by a pick-up in global economic
activity and lower airfares. After adjusting for
inflation, the price of air travel in the first
quarter was around 10% lower than in the
year-ago period. IATA estimated that falling
airfares accounted for around half the demand
growth in April.

Capacity Expansion

Capacity growth across geographic regions
varies, with the US growing in the low single
digits, Europe in the mid-single digits, and
developing markets like Asia and the Middle
East growing about 7.9% and 7.0%,
respectively.

IATA’s April 2017 passenger traffic data
showed that demand (measured in RPKs) rose
by 10.7% compared to April 2016, which was
the fastest pace in six years. April capacity
increased by 7.1%, and load factor climbed 2.7

Figure 3: Growth in ASKs across regions
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Although conditions in 2017 were more
difficult with rising oil prices and political issues
such as the US travel ban, the air transport in
both passenger and cargo markets still
increased significantly. It is expected that
nearly 4 billion travellers and 55.7 million tons
of cargo will be air-transported in 2017.

of 2017 compared to the same period a year
ago. It was expected in the end of 2016 that the
capacity growth will still outstrip the increase
in demand in 2017, thus lowering the global
passenger load factor to 79.8% (from 80.2% in
2016). However, load factor stands at 81.3%
for July 2017 YTD.

Another good news in 2017 comes from the
remarkable increase in load factor which grew
1.4 percentage points in the first seven months

US-UK Ban on Laptops
The US announced an aircraft cabin ban on
Personal Electronic Devices in March 2017 that
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on average impacted about 333 flights per
week from the Middle East and North Africa.
The move came after intelligence officials
learned of efforts by the terrorists to fashion a
bomb into electronic devices. Following the
move, the UK government announced a similar
ban on laptops and tablets on direct flights
from 6 Middle East countries.

recent months, according to IATA monthly
statistics.
As can be observed in the chart below, Middle
East continued to have higher year-on-year
growth compared to Africa and Europe till
February 2017. However, from March 2017,
there is a sharp rise in the year-on-year growth
rates for the latter two regions and, they
exceed the growth witnessed in the Middle
East. The most probable cause of this is the
passengers on long-haul flights shifting from
the airlines with stops in Middle East to the
airlines with stopovers In Europe or Africa to
bypass the ban.

But airlines are unhappy with the bans, which
affect 10 airports in eight countries, in the case
of the US ban, and six countries in the case of
Britain. In the Middle East, profits and
passenger numbers have fallen sharply in

Figure 4: Y-o-Y Growth in RPKs
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The growth in Middle East picked up slightly in
July on account of lifting of the ban from some
of the major airlines in Middle East – Etihad,
Turkish Airlines, Emirates, Qatar Airways and
Saudi Airlines – after they met all security
requirements.
If the US extends the ban to the European
countries, which is currently being speculated,
then there is a high probability of passenger
traffic shifting to the African airlines or the
airlines shifting their stopovers to African
airports.

2.3 REGION-WISE OVERVIEW
North America led the aviation industry,
followed by Europe and Asia in 2016. Growth
of the North American market is driven by
growing demand in long-haul international
services. The European market growth is
driven by development of air transport in
Eastern Europe and intra-continental travel
within the European Union. Asian growth is
driven by rising per capita GDP in emerging
economies such as China, India, and countries
in the Middle East such as UAE and Saudi
Arabia.
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Figure 5: Growth in Industry-wide RPKs across regions – July YTD
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Figure 6: Growth in International RPKs across regions – July YTD
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Africa
International RPKs flown by African airlines
grew by 8.7% year-on-year in H1 2017,
repeating the pace seen in 2016. The region’s
two largest economies have continued to see a
divergence in economic performance; business
confidence in Nigeria is currently at its highest
level in more than two years, but South Africa’s
economy fell into recession in Q1 2017.
Following two consecutive month-on-month
falls in May and June, SA traffic volumes partly
recovered in July. Nonetheless, the upward
trend in RPKs has moderated from that seen in
late-2016.
Asia Pacific
RPKs flown by airlines based in Asia Pacific
grew by 10.2% year-on-year in the first seven

months of 2017, up from 8.7% in the same
period of 2016. The overall upward trend in SA
traffic remains strong. Having been affected by
terrorism related disruption in early-2016,
traffic on the Asia-Europe route rose by nearly
12% in annual terms in the first half of the year.
Meanwhile, although RPKs are volatile from
month to month, the SA trend on international
routes within Asia remains robust.
Europe
Year-on-year growth in international RPKs
flown by European airlines accelerated to 8.6%
in first seven months in 2017, up from 3.7% in
2016. The stronger growth relates to a
combination of the favourable comparison
with the weaker traffic trend seen during H1
2016 and increased momentum in the regional
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economic backdrop. For example, consumer
confidence in the eurozone recently reached a
16 year-high. However, the upward trend in SA
RPKs has moderated sharply: RPKs have risen
at an annualized rate of around 3.5% since
February – barely a quarter of the pace seen
during H2 2016 – slightly below the pace of
capacity.
Latin America
Latin American carriers posted the fastest
international RPK growth rate till July 2017
(9.5% YTD), and SA volumes have continued
their strong upward trend. International
volumes within South America have grown by
nearly 13% in annual terms so far in 2017. By
contrast, passenger volumes on the NorthSouth America market segment have fallen
slightly (-0.2%) – making it the only major
market segment to witness a negative growth.
Middle East
International RPKs flown by Middle Eastern
airlines grew by 7.0% in first seven months of
2017 compared to the same period a year ago.
This was the slowest growth rate since 2003,
and it was the only region to see growth
decelerate relative to the same period a year
ago. Moreover, the solid growth rate largely
reflects carryover effects from 2016;
international RPKs flown by the region’s
carriers have trended down at a 6% annualized
rate since the start of 2017.

The Middle East to North America market has
been affected by a combination of factors in
2017, including the recently-lifted ban on
personal electronic devices, as well as a wider
impact from the proposed travel bans to the
US. Traffic growth on the segment was already
slowing in early-2017, in line with a
moderation in the pace of growth of non-stop
services flown by the largest Middle Eastern
airlines. However, the number of scheduled
seats flown on the route fell in year-on-year
terms in June, and RPKs on the market fell on
the same basis for the fourth consecutive
month (-6.8%).
Additionally, in August 2017, Qantas has
dropped Dubai from its network and has its
Europe-bound aircraft stopover in Singapore,
in a major shake-up that repositions it towards
the booming Asian market. If more airlines
follow the move, it could create serious
challenges for the Middle East market.
North America
North American airlines’ international RPKs
grew by 4.2% in H1 2017, up from 2.5% a year
ago. The upward SA trend has paused,
although the comparatively robust economic
backdrop in North America is expected to
continue to support outbound passenger
demand in the near-term. However, anecdotal
evidence has continued to suggest that tourists
are being deterred by the additional security
measures now involved with travelling to the
US.
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3. OVERVIEW OF INDIAN AVIATION INDUSTRY
3.1 DOMESTIC MACRO-ECONOMIC
INDICATORS

Tax. In its latest report in October 2017, it
projected India to grow at 6.7% in 2017-18 and
7.4% in 2018-19, which are 0.5 and 0.3
percentage points less than the projections
earlier this year, respectively.

Economic growth is projected to remain strong
and India will remain one of the fastestgrowing economies in the world. It is
commendable that RBI and the government
remain committed to preserving the hardearned macro-economic stability through
positive real interest rates, fiscal consolidation
and reducing inflation expectations. Moreover,
cleaning up of balance sheets in the banking
system, passage of the Bankruptcy Bill and
setting up of institutionalized monetary policy
framework will all engender an environment of
stable and predictable inflation over the long
term by divorcing monetary policy from
political considerations.

However, World Bank and Asian Development
Bank (ADB) have a slightly optimistic outlook
and expect the country’s GDP to grow at 7.0%
in fiscal 2018. The World Bank said that given
the slowdown is primarily due to temporary
shocks, the growth rate is expected to bounce
back. Private consumption is likely to pick up
on the back of low inflation and anticipated
wage hikes. Manufacturing is also expected to
bounce back as the sector adjusts to the new
tax regime. The one-nation, one-tax regime is
expected to radically overhaul the
distortionary indirect tax system, formalize the
economy and improve taxpayer compliance,
widen the tax ambit boosting tax collections
and unify India as a common market. Ease of
business should also see an improvement as
layers of taxation reduce.

While several government initiatives augur
well for India’s long-term growth outlook, they
come at a cost in the short term. IMF has
projected a temporary slowdown in India’s
GDP growth due to lingering impact of
demonetisation and the Goods and Services

Figure 7: Growth in GDP (%)
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While the impact of GST on corporate earnings
will continue to be felt for another quarter or
two, this tax reform will be a game-changer in
a medium term. The tax base of the
government is bound to go up as the economy
formalizes. As a result, the government should
have much greater resources to spend on

infrastructure, health and education. Better
infrastructure, coupled with the investments in
transport and logistic services through
dedicated freight corridors’ construction and
port connectivity enhancement would
facilitate manufacturing firms’ access to global
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markets, particularly from remote and poorer
regions.
Strong global growth and an improved
business climate will help India's exports grow
at a faster pace in 2017-18 and 2018-19.
According to ADB, government efforts to
liberalise foreign ownership caps across
sectors and foster a friendly investment
climate will help attract stable foreign direct
investment flows in medium term.
India is a more compelling long-term growth
story today than it has ever been and the
recent reform momentum will change the way
business is done. India’s macro-economic
environment remains stable with low inflation
and thereby keeping the longer term structural
bank recapitalization story intact. With the
Finance minister’s recent announcement of
measures to revive economic growth and
create more jobs, the market is infused with
optimism. A ₹2.1 trillion bank recapitalisation
plan has been announced for state-owned
lenders weighed down by bad loans, seeking to
stimulate the flow of credit to spur private
investment. In a similar move, the government
has announced an outlay of ₹6.9 trillion for
building an 83,000-km road network over the
next five years in order to further optimise the
efficiency of movement of goods and people
across the country. These steps show that the
government is serious about bringing the GDP
growth back on track. The current Indian
political and macroeconomic climate has many
elements which will ensure that the country
experiences one of the highest growth rates in
the world in the next decade.
Government Initiatives
The Government’s major focus this year has
been on digitalisation of the economy,
providing affordable housing, curbing black
money, and simplifying the tax administration
in the country. Numerous foreign companies,
such as Apple and Huawei, are setting up their
facilities in India on account of initiatives like
Make in India and Digital India. In a push to
make the economy cashless, BHIM mobile

application was launched in December 2016,
to enable users to make digital payments
without having to use smartphones, debit or
credit cards.
Multiple initiatives have been taken up for
infrastructure development and to boost
regional connectivity. High Speed Railways has
been introduced and numerous new railway
stations have been set up for modernising and
better connectivity of Indian Railways. The
government has also undertaken the
construction of 1,840 km long Eastern
Dedicated Freight Corridor of and 1,504 km
long Western Dedicated Freight Corridor to
increase freight throughput.
Additionally, Sagar Mala project has been
started to modernize India's Ports and Inland
waterways so that port-led development can
be augmented and coastlines can be
developed to contribute in the country's
growth. Under this programme, 415 projects,
at an estimated investment of approximately
₹800,000 Crore, have been identified across
port modernization & new port development,
port connectivity enhancement, port-linked
industrialization and coastal community
development for phase wise implementation
over the period 2015 to 2035.
The Smart Cities Mission having a project
outlay of US$ 7.69 billion is progressing, with
Special Purpose Vehicles for 19 cities already
set up. The government also launched new
National Health Policy (NHP) in 2017, fifteen
years after the last health policy was approved.
The plan aims to strengthen India’s healthcare
system while increasing the public health
expenditure by 2.5 percent of the GDP from
the current 2 percent level. Improved quality
of healthcare, more accessibility, increased
reach to underprivileged ones and reduced
cost of healthcare delivery are aimed to
achieve under the new NHP.
India's unemployment rate has declined to
4.1% in August 2017 compared to 9.5% in
August 2016. The government along with its
investment promotion agency ‘Invest India’, is
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3.2 INDIAN AVIATION INDUSTRY
OVERVIEW

in discussion with around 300 Indian and
foreign companies to channelize investments
worth US$ 62 billion, which will help create
over 1.7 million job opportunities in India.

India’s aviation sector grew by 16.7 % in the
period of Sep 2016–Aug 2017 compared to the
same period a year ago, as per DGCA reports.
As much as 87% of this growth came from the
domestic passenger traffic. According to IATA,
India is the fastest growing domestic market
globally and became the third largest aviation
market in terms of domestic passenger traffic
in 2016, beating Japan.

To support the entrepreneurship culture in the
country, the start-ups incorporated after
March 31, 2016, have been given a three-year
tax holiday in the first seven years of their
existence, and the tax rate for enterprises with
a turnover up to ₹50 crores has been dropped
to 25% from the earlier 30%.

Figure 8: Growth in Passenger Traffic (in million) in India
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Indian aviation industry carries huge potential
to grow further due to large and growing
middle class population, its rising aspirations,
rapid economic growth and higher disposable
incomes. The Government of India officials cite
the correlation of every 1% increase in GDP
with a 2% increase in India’s aviation sector.
With India’s increasing GDP growth rate, we
expect commensurate increases in its aviation
sector growth to continue.
Low Fuel Prices and Weak US Dollar
From $105 per barrel in July 2014 to an average
of $66.7 per barrel for 2015 and as low as $40

in 2016, the fuel prices have brought a sigh of
relief for airlines in the last three years except
slight rise in the prices towards end of 2016
due to production cuts announced by OPEC
and Russia. Airlines have reaped huge benefits
from this slump in the form of lower input
costs, resulting in better profitability and huge
cash surplus. They have used this cash to
restructure fleets, add capacity, operate on
new routes that had looked less feasible, and
buy back stocks to post better earnings per
share. Travelers have also benefited from
excess capacity leading to lower fare prices.

Currently, the airlines are in a good shape because of the decline in oil prices, and depreciation
of USD against INR. This has also helped keep airfares lower, thus increasing passenger travel.
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Figure 9: Trend of Crude Oil Prices and USD Exchange rate in 2017.
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In addition to low fuel prices, the appreciation
of INR against USD is expected to reduce costs
for airline companies in 2017. Crude oil prices
have declined 14.23% to 46 USD per barrel and
the USD has depreciated 6% against the INR in
the first seven months of 2017. Fuel,
maintenance and lease costs are dollar
denominated and any decline in dollar price
relative to the rupee substantially reduces
costs for airline companies. Indian aviation
companies with ~65% of their costs linked to
the USD have been one of the biggest
beneficiaries of the INR appreciation.
While the oil price situation continues to be
uncertain, most involved parties refuse to cut
production for fear of losing market share.
Thus, energy analysts expect oversupply issues
to keep oil prices subdued in near future. With
sanctions in Iran over and China teaming up
with other countries to increase oil production,
production capacity will remain high. This new
normal of fuel prices means airlines can now
continue to enjoy profitability—though not as
high as what we saw in 2015–2016. The airlines
should remember that fuel prices will rebound
eventually, once key economic production
starts falling and therefore, keep a close watch
on any news of production cuts.
Government Policy Support
As per the National Civil Aviation Policy 2016,
Government has planned to enter into an
‘Open Sky’ Air Service Agreement on a
reciprocal basis with SAARC countries and
countries with territory located entirely
beyond a 5000-km radius from New Delhi.
Open Skies Policy allows unlimited number of

flights to six metro airports namely Delhi,
Mumbai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Bengaluru and
Chennai. This was signed with six countries
namely Jamaica, Guyana, Czech Republic,
Finland, Spain and Sri Lanka. The new
arrangement will encourage connectivity and
passenger travel between India and these
countries.
The government has increased the visa fee for
foreign nationals visiting India by up to 50%
across categories – a tourist visa up to one year
will now cost $153 from the earlier $100. The
fee hike is being touted as an effort to modify
it in sync with what most countries charge.
Recently, visa restrictions have been made
stricter by countries like Australia, and visa
application fees have been increased by the
likes of UK.
Another major move by the government was
the introduction of Regional Connectivity
Scheme (RCS), also known as UDAN (Ude Desh
ka Aam Nagrik). This initiative is aimed at
enhancing regional connectivity, and making
air travel to smaller cities affordable and
widespread. The flight prices are capped at
₹2,500 for one hour of flying time to and from
regional airports. The scheme proposes to
offer concessions to the airlines to encourage
them to fly on regional routes. The subsidy will
be provided for three-years so that the route
would become viable. In the long term, this
move will enable inclusive job growth and
infrastructure development of all regions and
states of India.
Additionally, the government is keen to
develop India as Maintenance, Repair and
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Overhaul (MRO) hub in Asia. To facilitate this,
the tools and tool-kits used by the MRO
operations have been exempted from Customs
and Excise duty. Foreign aircraft brought to
India for MRO work will be allowed to stay up
to 6 months or as extended by the DGCA.
Government has also changed the minimum
criteria for international operations from 5
years and 20 aircrafts to only 20 aircrafts. All
airlines can now commence international
operations provided that they deploy 20
aircraft or 20% of total capacity (in term of
average number of seats on all departures put
together), whichever is higher, for domestic
operations.

India was the fastest growing domestic air
traffic market in FY17 with a passenger growth
of 21.5%. The overall passenger traffic in India
achieved 265 million mark in FY 2016-17. Over
the last 6 years the domestic passenger traffic
has grown from 89 million in FY10 to 206
million in FY17 at a CAGR of ~13%, while
international passenger traffic has grown at a
CAGR of ~8.3% over the same period. In terms
of market size, the Indian Aviation industry is
the 9th largest in the world, valued at $16 Bn.

Figure 10: Growth in Passenger Traffic (in million) in India.
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The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) reported that India registered a growth
of 20.3 percentage points in domestic air traffic
in June 2017, marking the highest growth for
any country. In fact, India had been the fastest
growing domestic aviation market globally for
last two years with April 2017 being the only
exception when Russia overtook India by

witnessing 16.7% growth as opposed to India’s
15.3%. Not only this, India tops the growth
chart in the first half of the current year. IATA
stated, “Domestic India RPKs grew by 18.6 pc
in year-on- year terms in H1 2017, with annual
RPK posting its 34th consecutive month of
double-digit growth in June. Airline seats
increased by 6.5 pc in June, while load factor
rose by 1 pc point to 81.9 pc.
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Figure 11: Year-on-year Growth of Domestic and International Passenger Traffic over last two years.
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However, India’s growth in the first half of
2017 was slightly slower compared to the
figure registered in the preceding year. The
very strong upward trend in traffic has slowed
down with January 2017 being the last month
to witness domestic passenger growth in
excess of 20% since November 2015.
Fortunately, the year-on-year growth rates in
terms of international passenger traffic are
largely stable when compared to 2016 – they
have been within a band of 7-10% since August
2016.

The passenger traffic continues to be largely
concentrated in the major cities, with the top
10 metros accounting for 75% of the domestic
passenger traffic. However, their share of the
total traffic has declined by 7 percentage
points over the last 10 years. A large chunk of
this share has been taken up by the set of next
10 major cities – Bhubaneswar, Coimbatore,
Guwahati, Jaipur, Lucknow, Nagpur, Patna,
Srinagar, Varanasi, and Vizag – as they show an
impressive growth over the last decade.

Figure 12: Share of top cities in the total domestic passenger traffic.
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Note: (1) ‘Top 10 cities’ refers to the top 10 Indian cities in terms of domestic passenger traffic and similarly for ‘11-20 cities’.
(2) Top 10 cities include Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Cochin, Ahmedabad, Goa, and Pune.
(3) 11-20 cities include Bhubaneswar, Coimbatore, Guwahati, Jaipur, Lucknow, Nagpur, Patna, Srinagar, Varanasi, and Vizag.
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New Airport Development
In March 2017, the Indian government gave a
go ahead for the construction of 18 airports to
connect smaller towns and reduce load on the
some of the airports running at near-full
capacity. Three of these airports – Mopa (Goa),
Navi Mumbai, Bogapuram (Vizag) – were bid
out in the last 1.5 years. However, the pace at
which these greenfield projects are taken to
completion needs to be observed carefully.
Last year, GMR won the bid to develop and
operate the ₹3,100-crore Mopa airport in Goa
on a public private partnership basis with the
state government. The airport will be a fullservice airport catering to domestic and
international passenger besides freight
services. In the first phase, the airport will
handle 4.4 million passengers annually and is
expected to be operation latest by May 2020.
In June this year, GMR invited tenders from
global
contractors
for
engineering,
procurement and construction works of the
new airport.
Second airport to be bid out was the Navi
Mumbai International Airport, aimed at easing
air traffic congestion at Chattrapati Shivaji
Airport. The GVK group won the bid for the
₹16,000-crore project in February 2017,
offering 12.6% in revenue share to the City and
Industrial Development Corporation (Cidco) of
Maharashtra. This is one of the lowest winning
bids compared to 37% revenue share for Mopa
airport and 38.7% for Mumbai airport. Project
risks coupled with virtually nil real estate
development opportunity are responsible for
lower revenue share.
Pre-development work has started for building
the airport but CIDCO had to put work on hold
twice because of resistance from villagers
affected by the project. CIDCO still requires
stage II forest clearance from the Union
Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate
Change, and the state government is yet to
approve it. CIDCO has set May 2020 as the
launch date for the airport, but Junaic, CEO of
IATA, said that the airport is unlikely to be

ready before 2022. GVK recently received the
letter of award from the government on 25th
October, 2017 after a delay of 8 months. A
special purpose vehicle (SPV) will now be
formed to execute the project.
For Bhogapuram airport in Andhra Pradesh,
the Airports Authority of India won the
mandate in August 2017 to develop the
greenfield airport under the PPP mode with
the state government. The ₹2260 crore
international
airport
has
secured
environmental clearance and the land for the
airport has been allotted by Andhra Pradesh
Industrial Infrastructure Corporation. It is
expected to spur economic activity and
industrial growth in the state, with anticipated
export of marine, pharmaceutical products
and other goods.
Capacity Expansion at Existing Airports
The four private airports in the country – New
Delhi, Mumbai, Hyderabad and Bengaluru –
cater to nearly 55% of the country's total air
traffic and are operating at near-full capacity.
Rising private consumption and healthy
economic growth would continue to provide
tailwind to traffic growth. To handle the steep
rise of the passenger inflow, these four major
airports will require an investment of ₹27,000
crore in expanding the existing capacity by
2021.
In May 2016, Delhi International Airport
Limited had finalised the capacity expansion
plan and is seeking to transform the airport as
a preferred Hub Airport of Asia. The capacity of
T1 will be increased from 20 million to 40
million, and the capacity of T3 will be increased
from 34 million to 45 million. Meanwhile, T2
has been made available for day-to-day
operations (originally reserved for Haj tourists)
and Go Air has moved its operations to T2 from
28th October, 2017. Besides, a fourth runway
will be built by 2021. The modified T1 will also
have Aerobridge operations with 22
Aerobridges. The Master Plan will be
implemented in three modular phases – 201821, 2021-25 and 2026 onwards.
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Initially designed to handle a capacity of 40
million, Mumbai airport handled 45 million
passengers in fiscal 2017 and overtook
London’s Gatwick Airport to become the
world’s busiest single-runway airport. To cater
to the future requirements, Mumbai Airport
has embarked on ₹3,500 crores expansion plan
to increase terminal capacity to 50-52 million
passengers over the next three years. The plan
received a nod from the Union Ministry of
Environment and Forests and Climate Change
in April 2017.
Having started operations in March 2008, the
Hyderabad International Airport surpassed the
14 million passenger mark in 2016, while it was
built to handle only 12 million passengers. In
June 2017, GMR got an approval for the ₹2,600
crore airport expansion plan that will increase
capacity to ~25 million passengers per annum,
through the addition of a runway, modular
terminals and support facilities. The new
runway is expected to be built by 2020 and
plans are afoot to extend Hyderabad Metro
Rail up to the airport.
The capacity expansion is already underway at
GVK-operated Bengaluru International Airport.
Built with an initial capacity of 20 million
passengers, the actual passenger traffic
surpassed 22 million in 2016. The Phase-2
expansion started in 2016, and includes the

construction of a second runway and a new
terminal complex. This would further enhance
the capacity to 35 million passengers by 2021.
The other two major airports, Chennai and
Kolkata, still have some time to go before the
demand matches with their existing capacity.
Both these airports are owned and operated
by the Airports Authority of India. The
authorities have already announced the
₹2,100 crores expansion plan for the Chennai
airport in order to take the capacity to 30
million by 2020-21 from the present 23 million
passenger level. Similar announcement has
been made for Kolkata in June this year, for the
construction of a third terminal that will take
up the airport passenger capacity from 20
million to 40 million.
Fleet Expansion across Indian Airlines
In February this year, Boeing said that it saw a
high potential for air travel growth in India.
"The major factors we watch - the exchange
rate, fuel price and the profitability of the
airlines - are all still favourable and we remain
confident in the strong growth of India's
commercial aviation sector," said Dinesh
Keskar, Senior Vice President, Asia Pacific and
India Sales, Boeing Commercial Airplanes. In
line with this, a majority of the Indian airlines
have huge size of aircraft orders lined up for
delivery over next few years.
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Figure 13: Share of total aircraft among the 7 major Indian players.
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In March 2016, Indigo took delivery of its first
A320neo aircraft making it the first A320neo
operator in Asia. After placing the order of 180
A320neo aircrafts in 2011, Indigo placed an
additional order of 250 A320neos in 2015.
Indigo has also managed to take fast-paced
deliveries of aircraft, taking its share of aircraft
among 7 major players from 20% in FY14 to
27% in FY17. Summing up all the acquisitions
since 2005, the airlines' fleet stands at 170 now
and will reach 530 by 2027, when all the planes
on order are expected to be delivered. The
fast-growing player is expected to own onethird of the fleet by 2021.
However, Indigo recently experienced a spate
of flight cancellations mostly due to Pratt &
Whitney engine failure in its A320neo aircrafts.
There have been engine shortages from Pratt
& Whitney, so sometimes the plane had to be
grounded even if one engine is down. As many
as 13 A320 Neo aircraft were grounded in
August 2017 due to engine issues, forcing the
airline to cancel 84 flights. Additionally, a total
of 667 flights were cancelled by Indigo
between June 21 and July 3 this year, with 61
flights cancelled on June 27 alone, due to the
grounding of these planes. “The management

believes it would take another year for
implementing the design changes required for
fixing the problems of A320neo Pratt &
Whitney engines. Indigo expects reduced
disruptions once Pratt & Whitney increases the
availability of spare engines. However, due to
aircraft induction delays, capacity addition for
FY18 has been revised down from 25% to
20%,” said Aditya Ghosh, president of Indigo.
SpiceJet has signed a deal to acquire 40 Boeing
737 MAX 10 aircraft in June 2017. This is in
addition to the deal signed in January 2017 for
205 Boeing aircraft with the flexibility of
converting some of the aircraft ordered to
different versions which it exercised in June
when it decided to purchase 20 Boeing 737
MAX 10 instead of the Boeing 737 MAX 8
aircraft. SpiceJet will take delivery of its first
737 MAX in 2018 and is planning to induct 30
of the 225 ordered aircraft by 2020.
Last year, Go Air has placed an order for 144
A320 family aircraft, including 72 A320neos.
The airline has so far taken possession of four
A320neos and is expected to take delivery of
all the 72 A320neo aircraft by 2020. If that
materializes, Go Air will be able to double its
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market share of the total fleet of Indian players
to 10% in FY 2021, compared to FY 2017.
Air India has put placing aircraft orders on hold
until there is clarity on its future course,
including possible privatisation. The airline,
however, said that all the existing orders will
be respected and new aircraft are being added
to the fleet. Air India had placed order for 29
Airbus 320 aircraft in 2016, 14 of which are
likely to be delivered by end of 2017. Given, the
airline is grounding old aircraft, the net
addition will be only about 15 Airbus.
Meanwhile, Jet Airways has ordered 75 Boeing
737 MAX planes with CFM-Leap-1B engines for
delivery starting 2018. The order includes
options and purchase rights for an additional
50 aircraft.
Air Asia India and Vistara are both looking to fly
international routes next year and hence,
quickly adding aircraft to take their respective
fleet size to 20. Air Asia India has 13 aircraft as
of October 2017 and planning to take the count
to 20 by October next year. Vistara, currently
with 16 aircraft, has plans to take another 4
planes by June 2018 or even earlier. It is likely
to soon place a mega order for a mix of narrow

and wide body aircraft. Meanwhile, it may look
at leasing planes from Singapore Airlines to fly
abroad as new planes take some time to be
built and delivered as per bookings.
Among the regional jets, Indigo has placed an
order for 50 ATR 72-600 aircraft, with the first
planes due to enter operation by the end of
this year. Induction of all 50 is expected to
complete by 2019 as the carrier looks to
expand into regional flights connecting
smaller population centers. Similarly, SpiceJet
has a firm schedule to induct 18 Bombardier
Q400s by 2020 out of the 50 such planes on
order. Air India has also placed an order for 10
ATRs.
Combining all the carriers together, India's
fleet size is about 63% of the entire South Asia,
but its outstanding orders for planes are
accounting for 95% of those from the region,
as reported by CAPA-Centre for Aviation.
Airbus has said it will deliver one plane every
week to Indian carriers for the next ten years.
These healthy numbers of fleet expansion are
likely to keep the cabin crew job market hot as
the airlines look at investing money in training
new recruits to suit their requirements.
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4. REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY SCHEME (UDAN)
As mentioned above, the Indian aviation sector
is growing at a tremendous pace for the past
decade. But the current trips per capita for
India at just 0.08 is very low compared to the
developed countries and even some of the
developing countries like China and Brazil. In
addition, most of the growth in the recent past
has been concentrated at major airport hubs.
The growth rate for secondary and regional
airports is slower. Currently, airlines prefer to
capitalize major traffic centres, and fly on more
profitable routes leading to lack of supply at
smaller cities.
As per CAPA, the top 10 airports will reach their
structural capacity in the next 5-10 years. Also,
the order for 300-400 new aircrafts by major
airlines will shift traffic towards Tier II and Tier
III cities. The next level of growth in air
connectivity will involve unlocking the
potential of the non-metro airports. The
Government recognizes the need to generate
demand at these regions as well as a lack of
proper airport infrastructure. To support this
growth, the government, as part of its NCAP
2016 policy report, launched the Regional

Connectivity Scheme (RCS). The objective of
RCS is to promote tourism, provide
employment and promote balanced regional
growth by making flying affordable for the
masses. The policy intends to improve regional
connectivity via measures such as incentives
for airlines, airfare caps, and revival of existing
airstrips and airports.
The government released its RCS policy on
October 2016 after extensive consultation with
multiple stakeholders, including airlines and
airport operators. The policy requires a strong
support from state governments. So far, 19
States and 3 UTs have signed the MoU for RCS
and another 5 states have given their consent.
The scheme has capped airfare for seats under
RCS on routes to provide affordable options for
the citizens to fly. The government will provide
Viability Gap Funding (VGF) to the airlines and
provide them with exclusive rights to fly the
route for 3 years to encourage them to operate
these routes viably. Following table provides
the applicable airfare cap and maximum VGF
available for aircrafts and helicopters.

Table 3: Airfare and VGF Cap (in INR) for Aircraft and Helicopters as per RCS Policy 2016.

Stage Length
(in kms)
151-175
176-200
201-225
226-250
251-275
276-300
301-325
326-350
351-375
376-400
401-425
426-450
451-475
476-500
>800

Airfare Cap
per RCS seat
1420
1500
1580
1670
1750
1830
1920
2000
2080
2170
2250
2330
2420
2500
3500

VGF Cap for
Category 1
2470
2730
2980
3220
3480
3730
3980
4230
4480
4730
4980
5230
5480
5730
-

VGF Cap for
Category 2 & 3
2350
2600
2840
3070
3270
3360
3440
3530
3620
3700
3790
3880
3960
4050
5100
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The VGF is envisioned to be financed through
the Regional Connectivity Fund, which will be
created through levy on domestic departures,
except on Category II/IIA routes under RDG,
RCS routes and aircrafts with < 80 seats.
The report will provide an overview of the first
round of bidding followed by a brief on the
ongoing second round.

4.1 KEY CONSTRUCTS OF THE SCHEME
Implementing Agency
AAI (Airport Authority of India) has been
designated as Implementing Agency for RCS. It
is responsible for undertaking tasks and
activities for implementing the scheme.
Provision of Financial Support
Support shall be provided to selected airline
operator(s) in the form of VGF, and
concessions/support from the Central & State
Governments and airport operators.
The financial support from the Central
Government includes Excise duty of 2% on ATF
for 3 years from scheme announcement, and
service tax to be levied on only 10% of taxable
value of seats tickets on RCS flight for 1 year
from scheme announcement.
The State Government is expected to provide
the VGF support of 20% (or 10% in case of UTs
and North-Eastern states and J&K) and ensure
VAT of 1% or less on ATF; along-with
coordinating with oil marketing companies to
provide fuelling infrastructure. States also
need to provide essential land free of cost;
electricity, water and other necessary utility
facilities at concessional rates as well as
provide airports with roads and other multimodal connectivity.
Further the Airport Operator must waive off
the landing & parking charges, PSF, UDF or any
other similar charge, and allow the selected
RCS operating airline to undertake ground
handling for their RCS flights. AAI shall not levy
any Terminal Navigation Landing charges
(TNLC), and the Route Navigation & Facilitation

charge (RNFC) will be provided at a discounted
rate of 42.5% on RCS flights.
Tenure of the Scheme
In line with NCAP 2016, the Scheme will be
applicable, subject to periodic review, for a
period of 10 years from the date of its
notification by the Ministry of Civil Aviation
(MoCA).
The policy aims to encourage sustainability and
independence of airport operations. Hence,
VGF will be provided only for a maximum of 3
years from operations start date.
Airfare Caps
The RCS stipulates caps on airfares per flight
distance (or flight time for helicopters). For
example, aircrafts flying around 500 km or
helicopters with flight duration of 30 min. have
airfare capped at INR 2,500.
Exclusivity of operations
The selected airline operator will be granted
exclusivity for 3 years to ensure sustainability
of operations.

4.2 FIRST ROUND OF BIDDING
The MoCA launched the first round on October
21st, 2016. It was followed by pre-bid meeting
of prospective bidders and stakeholders to
discuss the bidding process and requirements.
Below is a brief on the first-round process.
Bidding Process
The bidding process requires the applicant to
submit three documents:
Applicant Information
Registered name of applicant, Name of airline,
Date and Certificate of incorporation, AOP
(Airline Operator Permit), MoA and AoA,
Shareholders and Board of Directors.
Technical Proposal
Multiple parameters need to be submitted
under the technical proposal:
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RCS Route – At least one of the airports on the
route needs to be an RCS airport. The proposal
can be for individual routes or networks.
Aircraft Type – Bidders must specify the
aircraft or helicopter they wish to introduce.
The scheme mandates 50% of the seats in the
flight to be allotted to RCS, and caps the seats
under RCS to 40 (if 50% of the flight capacity
exceeds 40); with minimum of 9 seats
mandated under RCS. This inherently means
that 18 to 80 seater aircrafts are most
beneficial.
Stage Length – Should not be less than 150
kms.
RCS Seats – Should propose to sell 50% of flight
capacity, where 50% should lie between 9 and
40 for aircrafts, and between 5 and 13 for
helicopters.
Commencement Date – Within 180 days from
Letter of Award.
Financial Proposal
The financial criteria to be submitted are VGF
per RCS seat and an all-inclusive maximum fare
charged for an RCS seat.

Bid Evaluation Method
The policy provides for a transparent and open
evaluation method. A bidder can propose for
either an individual route (“Individual Route
Proposal”) or a set of connected routes
(“Network Proposal”). In case of simultaneous
proposals for a route, preference will be given
to network proposals over individual route.
After the submission of initial proposals, the
Evaluation Committee will invite counter
proposals from other airline operators against
the eligible initial proposal as per the
prioritization framework. The evaluation
mechanism is complex basis VGF sought and
maximum airfare charged on the route. The
chart below explains the evaluation process.
Applicant submitting the Initial Proposal will
have option of Right to Match if its proposal is
within 10% range of the preferred proposal. In
case of more than one Initial Proposal for the
same RCS Route or a Network Proposal, the
Applicant who has submitted the best financial
proposal amongst such Initial Proposals and
whose financial proposal is within a range of
10% of the financial proposal submitted by a
preferred applicant will have the RTM Option.

Figure 14: Evaluation Criteria for the Winning Bid.

Results
The first round of bidding was successfully
completed on 30th March 2017. The bidding
was conducted in the most transparent and
open manner. 45 proposals were received

from more than 10 distinct applicants. The
MoCA evaluated all the proposals and awarded
27 proposals to 5 airline operators. The
awarded proposals involved 31 unserved
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airports, 12 underserved airports and 27
existing airports. The total VGF sought in the
first round of bidding was around 205 crores.

The five airline operators who were awarded
the RCS routes are as follows:

Table 4: Winners of RCS routes in Round 1 of Bidding.

S.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Airline
Operator
Air Alliance
SpiceJet
True Jet
Deccan Air
Air Odisha

Proposals
awarded
8
6
4
4
5

Routes
awarded
15
11
18
34
50

Airports Involved
Underserved – 0; Unserved – 7*
Underserved – 2; Unserved – 4
Underserved – 0; Unserved – 5
Underserved – 4; Unserved – 10
Underserved – 6; Unserved – 5

Routes
Operational
7
6
8
Nil
Nil

*Airports where operations have started are classified by ministry as underserved for Round 2
Figure 15: RCS Routes Awarded during 1st Round of Bidding.

Scarce connectivity in
Central India

Most Routes are
centred around metro
hubs. Saturation at
these nodes can cause
problems
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4.3 SECOND ROUND BIDDING
After the first round, in pursuance with the
vision of providing impetus to the program,
Ministry of Civil Aviation had organized several
interactive events to further widen the
consultative process with the stakeholders. On
13th April 2017, workshop was held in Vigyan
Bhawan for State Governments/UTs, selected
Airline Operators, Airport operators, NSOP
holders, Oil Companies, etc and they were
encouraged to share their views/ suggestions.
Online submissions of inputs/ feedback were
taken from the industry on corrective action to
be considered before the launch of 2nd round
of bidding. Analysis was done on the
implementation issues relating to the first
round.

Changes in the Policy
On 24th August 2017, the Minister of Civil
Aviation launched the second round with
significant changes to the scheme based on
consultation with various stakeholders. The
key revisions under the RCS UDAN – Round 2
are:
Route Stage Length
While the first round did not allow routes less
than 150 Kms, the new policy scheme permits
fixed wing aircraft to consider routes lesser
than 150 kms. This will enhance connectivity
and ease of formation of networks.
Also, separate VGFs are defined for Cat-1A, 1,2
& 3 aircrafts. The VGFs for Cat-1A, 1 and 2 are
higher than category 3. For Category 3, the
VGFs have remained the same.

Table 5: VGF Cap (in INR) Announced for Second round of Bidding

Stage Length
(in kms)
1-50
51-75
76-100
101-125
126-150
151-175
176-200
201-225
226-250
251-275
276-300

VGF Cap for
Category 1
and 1A
400
1000
1400
1800
2190
2590
2850
3110
3360
3630
3900

VGF Cap for
Category 2
and 3
380
950
1330
1710
2090
2470
2720
2970
3200
3420
3520

Stage Length
(in kms)
301-325
326-350
351-375
376-400
401-425
426-450
451-475
476-500
501-525
526-550
>800

VGF Cap for
Category 1
and 1A
4160
4410
4680
4940
5200
5460
5730
5980
-

VGF Cap for
Category 2
and 3
3610
3700
3790
3880
3970
4060
4150
4250
4420
4510
5370

Exclusivity of Operation

Minimum Performance Requirement

While exclusivity of operations will continue to
be applicable for a period of 3 years, selected
Airline Operators (SAO) can issue No-Objection
Certificate (NOC) to other airline operators
willing to operate on the respective RCS Route.
This will ensure there is no supply constraint on
RCS Routes.

Minimum performance specifications will no
longer be applicable on Non-RCS Routes. The
number of flights with VGF has been increased
to 14 for priority areas. Further, the SAOs can
anytime increase the number of flights on RCS
routes to any number.
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Impetus to Helicopters
Several changes have been proposed to
encourage helicopter use in Priority RCS areas.
The VGF Cap for helicopters has been
increased and 10% of the estimated annual
inflows in the RCF will be earmarked for

helicopter operations. Further, all 13
passenger seats for helicopters will be
considered as RCS Seats and VGF will be
provided accordingly. The methodology for
computing flight duration for helicopters has
also been revised based on the
recommendations of Expert Committee.

Table 6: Revised VGF Cap for Helicopters for Second round of Bidding

Flight Duration
(in mins)
1-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
>45

VGF Cap
(Round 1)
0
700
1800
2900
3900
4600
5200
5900
5900

Revised VGF
Cap (Round 2)
0
1470
3050
4630
6200
7380
8520
9700
9700

Focus on Priority Areas

Current Status

Among the important changes effected was
the thrust on improving connectivity to areas
such as North East, Jammu and Kashmir,
Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Andaman and
Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep. These areas
are now defined as Priority areas and Priority
RCS Route is being defined as those which
operate from/to an RCS Airport located in a
Priority Area. To provide more flexibility to
Selected Airline Operators (SAO), the
maximum number of flights with VGF have
been increased to 14 for Priority Areas. The
proposals for priority RCS are to be prioritized
in case of shortfall in funds. Category 1 A and 1
aircrafts are permitted for operations on
Priority RCS Routes and their VGF has also been
enhanced. Also, helicopter operations under
the scheme are being allowed only on Priority
RCS Routes.

The second round is currently under process
and final results are expected to be declared by
November end. Government is planning to
launch 20 new airports under the second
round. The process is receiving healthy
response with many established players having
announced their interest in participating in the
ongoing bidding. Indigo, which did not
participate in round one of UDAN, is
determined to participate in round two. It has
placed an order for 50 ATRs for ₹10,000 crores
to participate in second round, a strategy
deviant from its one aircraft policy. SpiceJet
has also placed an order for 50 Q400 from
Bombardier to participate more aggressively in
round two. Jet Airways spokesperson has also
said that it would participate in the second
round. Regional players like Trujet and Zoomair
are also expected to take active participation in
the ongoing round of bidding.

The bid evaluation criterion remains the same
as from the first round.

After the first round, the MoCA organized several interactive events to further widen the
consultative process with the Stakeholders. Based on the response, the ministry updated
aspects of the scheme to enhance participation and focus on development in priority areas.
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5. VIABILITY OF OPERATIONS UNDER RCS POLICY
5.1 ANALYSIS OF ROUND 1 OF BIDDING
FOR RCS

found out that only 50 to 60 out of the over 414
identified un-served and underserved regional
airports have the necessary infrastructure to
support flight operations. Thus only 14%
airports are equipped to handle small aircraft
upto ATR 42.

The first round of bidding was successful and
saw 128 routes being awarded in a transparent
manner with a subsidy requirement of around
INR 205 crore. But the operationalization has
been slow with only 16 routes being
operational as of August 2017. The six-month
deadline to operationalize the first round RCS
routes ended in October. While Air Alliance,
SpiceJet and True Jet have begun operations
on some of the routes, Air Odisha and Deccan
Air with a total of 84 routes have not yet
launched service on a single route. Air Odisha
is expected to start its maiden flight under the
scheme by end of November.

While interest from existing players is rising,
emergence of new regional airlines is essential
for the success of the scheme. Yet, small
airlines and charter services have not taken
part in the scheme till now.
As highlighted earlier, RCS caters to unserved
and underserved airports in India. Amongst the
16 routes where operations have begun, 14
routes have begun operations using the 80seater planes. These cater to already served
airports with big catchment areas or tourist
focus. The routes are already stable and in
some cases even sustainable as airlines have
not asked for any VGF.

This subdued response is majorly because of
the unpreparedness of airlines, shortage of
small aircrafts and inadequate infrastructure at
the airports. A study by CRISIL Research has

Table 7: List of Operational Routes under RCS

S.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Dept.
Destination
Airport
Shimla
Delhi
Gwalior
Indore
Gwalior
Delhi
Bhatinda
Delhi
Pondicherry Hyderabad
Porbandar
Mumbai
Kandla
Mumbai
Mysore
Chennai
Kadapa
Hyderabad
Nanded
Hyderabad
Nanded
Mumbai

Aircraft
Size
18
70
70
70
78
78
78
72
72
72
72

Frequency

Operator

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Air Alliance
Air Alliance
Air Alliance
Air Alliance
SpiceJet
SpiceJet
SpiceJet
True Jet
True Jet
True Jet
True Jet

VGF
Sought
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Airport Type
Unserved
Underserved
Underserved
Unserved
Underserved
Underserved
Unserved
Underserved
Underserved
Unserved
Unserved

Based on commercial viability, airports can be
categorised in two buckets:

airports have the potential to become
commercially viable within next 3-5 years

1) Airports catering to major cities which were
not connected till now but has catchment
population of 2-3 million. These airports can be
connected with 80-seater aircraft and traffic at
these airports has the potential to grow to 200300 passengers a day and as such these

2) Airports catering to remote areas with
catchment population of <2 million. Barring
some tourist airports traffic at these airports is
expected to remain in the range of 20-40
passengers per day. Only aircrafts with less
than <50 seater can become commercially
viable on these routes in the near term.
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Figure 16: Split of Indian Cities as per the Population size.
11%
33%

Large Cities
Medium Cities

56%

Small Cities

Source: Census 2011

First Phase of RCS bidding saw great response
from airlines with operationalization of ~16%
of the total routes bid in 1st year of scheme. In
this round, airlines had opted for most viable
and developed RCS airports. Subsequently the
operationalization suggests that airlines have
begun flights on type 1 airports. We believe
that round 1 of RCS have reaped most of the
low hanging fruits and further progress will
require structural reforms. Increasing the
penetration of RCS is essential to provide

connectivity to type 2 airports as well. These
type 2 airports will prudently need to be
opened by right-sized regional aircraft.
According to the data submitted with DGCA, of
the 472 aircrafts registered in India, only 52
aircrafts are narrow body with a suitability for
the RCS program. Amongst the major airlines,
most small aircrafts owned by them are 70-80
seaters. The new orders by Indigo and SpiceJet
are also in the same category.

Table 8: List of Narrow body aircraft in India

Operator
Air Carnival Pvt. Ltd.
Airline Allied Services
(Air India subsidiary)
Jet Airways
Spicejet
TruJet

Aircraft (AC)
Type
ATR 72 - 212 A
ATR 42 - 320
CRJ 700
ATR 72 - 212 A
ATR 72 - 212 A
DHC - 8-402
ATR 72 - 500
Total

Number of
Aircrafts
1
4
3
8
18
15
3
52

Source: DGCA

5.2 NEED OF SMALLER AIRCRAFT FOR
RCS OPERATIONS
Given most of the RCS routes do not have
enough demand to sustain profitable
operations of 80-seater aircrafts, which is the
most common aircraft type used by the airlines
for regional operations currently, it is only
logical that smaller aircraft are deployed on
these routes. While the policy mandates 50%
of the seats in the flight to be allotted to RCS,
there is an upper cap of 40 RCS seats per plane.
This significantly impacts the attractiveness of
flying aircraft having more than 80 seats. With

a fare cap on the RCS seats, it becomes
increasingly difficult to sell the remaining seats
at exorbitantly high prices, again impacting the
profitability. Besides, most of the underserved
and unserved airports on the RCS routes are
not ready to handle the operations of large
aircraft. Therefore, to make operations on the
low-demand RCS routes viable, the airlines
need to look at operating small aircraft with
around 20-40 seats.
While airlines such as Indigo and SpiceJet have
ordered 80-100 seater ATRs and Q400s, there
is a large untapped market for the deployment
of smaller planes (<70 seater) on the RCS
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routes. Airlines are found to be not being open
to operating smaller aircraft due to multiple
challenges these planes entail.
First of all, only a handful of companies such as
Viking, LET, etc. manufacture such 20-40 seater
aircraft for civil use. The requirement of huge
capital investment, coupled with the lack of
financing options and strict import policies,
makes it all the more challenging for the
players to acquire these aircraft. Then, there
are operational challenges such as license
requirements for the pilots and the VGF
support provided being insufficient, that add
to the complexity.
1) Limited Availability of Smaller Aircraft
High costs and strict import regulations linked
to the purchase of smaller aircraft discourage
the companies from buying them. To counter
this, the government can look at easing the
import rules as well as manufacturing these
planes locally in line with its other important
initiative, ‘Make In India’. In a recent
development, the government is planning to
revive its three passenger plane programmes the 14-seater Saras (bottom, left), the fiveseater NM5 and a 70-seater regional transport
aircraft (RTA-70). At the 2017 Aero India show
in Bengaluru, Union Science and Technology
Minister confirmed that the first plan is to
bring NM5 - co-developed by the National
Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) with Mahindra to India and get it certified by DGCA. NAL will
also revive its RTA-70 passenger plane project,
and has asked Pratt and Whitney to build a
turbo-prop engine for the aircraft. The project,
at an estimated cost of around ₹4,000 crore,
will involve local players and a global partner
to take it to the global market. A feasibility
study by NAL estimates ~250-300 such aircraft
for India over 20 years and global demand of
7,000 planes that can complete trips of 800
km.
2) Inadequate Financing Support
Countries such as US and Canada have seen
strong regional connectivity and continued

services to more than 250 remote airports for
the last 2 decades. They have been able to
achieve it only with the help of participation
from local carriers and charter services. For
instance, there are nearly 70 regional carriers
in the USA providing subsidized connectivity
under the Essential Air Services Scheme. We
too need to create an environment where
small players can comfortably invest in smaller
planes and utilize them in connecting cities
with less passenger traffic. However, there is a
dearth of viable financing options currently
available for this segment of aircrafts
(compared to 70-80 seater ATRs). Given the
huge costs of buying and operating an aircraft,
it is important for the players to have access to
easy financing options. Financing support for
the next 3-4 years would help in easy uptake of
small aircraft, and hence provide support to
the RCS scheme.
3) Licenses for the Pilots
Additionally, the licenses required by the pilots
to fly these aircraft are as stringent as required
for flying large planes, making it expensive to
get the pilots. If government can relax the
requirements for a pilot to fly smaller aircraft,
this will enhance the availability of pilots for
smaller planes and reduce the associated costs
for the operators.
4) Insufficient VGF Support
The current VGF support is inadequate to
support the operations of smaller aircraft. This
discouraged the operators of small charter
planes and helicopters from participating in
the first round of bidding. While government
has increased the VGF cap for helicopters in
the second round of bidding, there has been
little change in the support given to the fixedwing aircraft and no exclusivity for the smaller
aircraft. Unless the smaller aircraft are
promised a higher VGF support in line with the
helicopters, it will be difficult to see 20-40
seater planes flying on the underserved or
unserved routes which will prevent RCS policy
from achieving its full potential.
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5.3 CASE IN POINT: INCLUSION OF RCS AIRCRAFT FINANCING IN PRIORITY SECTOR
LENDING
portion of the bank lending to some of the
specific sectors, which have inadequate access
to financing, identified as priority sectors. PSL
ensures timely and adequate supply of funds is
made available to these sectors.

To enable the easy financing of smaller aircraft
for purpose of deployment on routes under
RCS policy, we can explore the possibility of
including such aircraft under the Priority Sector
Lending (PSL). As mandated by Reserve Bank of
India (RBI), banks have to provide a specified

Figure 17: List of key Priority Sectors identified by RBI.

Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises
(7.5%)
Renewable Energy

Agriculture (18%)
Export Credit
Housing

Social Infrastructure
Education

Overall Target: 40%
of Bank’s ANBC
should be in PSL

Others

Source: RBI

exclude the money parked in these funds, the
banks have been unable to meet their priority
sector commitments over 2012-14. This may
be due to individual banks falling on their
overall targets or on the sector-wise targets
(e.g. 18% for agriculture). As a result, a large
corpus of PSL money has been parked in the
funds of NABARD and similar banks.

Under the current guidelines, 40% of Bank’s
Adjusted Net Bank Credit (ANBC) should be in
PSL with the shortfall amount to be deposited
in the funds established with National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD),
National Housing Bank (NHB), Small Industries
Development Bank of India (SIDBI), and other
such banks as decided by RBI. However, if we

Figure 18: % Credit to Priority Sectors and Corpus (in crores) given to NABARD/NHB/SIDBI as part of PSL.

Target Credit

39.5%
37.6%

35.6%

2012

2013

2014

1,29,000
93,000

36,000

2012

51,000

2013

2014

2015

Source: RBI
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Given regional air connectivity is critical for
growth and development of the country’s
economy and needs financing support over the
next 3-4 years, government can easily make a
case for including it in the list of priority
sectors. If government identifies the purchase
of small aircraft (<70 seaters) for RCS as a
priority sector, this can go a long way in
utilizing the surplus PSL funds as well as giving
a solid boost to the success of RCS policy. As
per the 2014 figures revealed by RBI, ₹ 36,000
Crores (~1.7%) is being deposited in funds
managed by NABARD/NHB/SIDBI on an annual

basis. Over the next 3 years, assuming similar
run-rate, banks are expected to generate ~₹
1.1-1.2 lakh crores of incremental corpus for
deposit to NABARD/NHB/ SIDBI. As per Auctus
analysis below, only 10-15% of this corpus
would be sufficient to finance ~200 small
aircrafts which are essential to connect the
small towns in the RCS scheme.
Inclusion of RCS aircraft in PSL will lead to ease
of getting finance and lower cost of financing,
hence benefiting the entire airlines industry.

Figure 19: Funds needed to support purchase of 200 small aircrafts.

Aircrafts Required

200 Aircrafts (<70 seater)

Per Aircraft Cost

$15-20 million

Total Financing

$3 - 4 billion (Rs. 20k - 25k Crores)

Debt Financing (70%)

$2.1 - 2.8 billion (Rs. 14k - 18k Crores)

This requirement is ~10 - 15% of the surplus funds which Banks will be unable to deploy in
existing Priority Sector Lending over the next 3 years (and are likely to be deposited with
NABARD / NHB / SIDBI).
Source: Auctus Analysis
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5.4 CASE IN POINT: VGF SUPPORT FOR SMALL AIRCRAFT
As stated earlier, the government will provide
VGF for RCS route based on competitive
bidding. The financial support will be provided
for a period of three years from the date of
commencement of operations. The illustrative
analysis below shows the unsustainability of
small aircraft operations under the currently
proposed VGFs.

frequency of 3 departures and 3 arrivals per
week.
Moreover, while the RCS fare is capped at
1570/- for the route, the Non-RCS seats pricing
has been modelled to increase with the overall
flight occupancy (maximum fare of 5,200/charged for 90%+ utilization). The objective is
to understand the VGF requirement for an
airline planning to start RCS operations, for
different occupancy levels/ load factors. As per
our calculations, the required VGF per RCS seat
to support operations on the route ranges
from INR 8370 at 5% load factor and goes down
to INR 3500 at ~100% load factor.

The illustration highlights VGF per seat based
on occupancy that a bidder can quote for a 19seater DeHavilland 6-400 Twin Otter aircraft
for the tenure of VGF support. We have
assumed an RCS flight for a route (Ahmednagar
to Mumbai) with stage length of approximately
202 kms, occupancy increase of 10% Y-o-Y, and
expected average EBITDA margin of 15%.
Additionally, we have assumed a weekly

This means the VGF caps set for small aircrafts
are not sustainable. However, smaller aircrafts
are essential to cater to small cities.

Figure 20: VGF cap needed for Sustainable Operations of Smaller Aircraft at Various Load Factor Levels.
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8,000.0

VGF per RCS seat
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6,000.0
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4,000.0
3,000.0
2,000.0
1,000.0
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20%

30%

40%
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60%

70%

80%

90%
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Load factor
Source: Auctus Analysis

Even in the second round of RCS scheme, VGF levels are not commercially viable to allow
smaller aircraft operations.
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6. ENHANCING REACH OF RCS: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Airports covered under RCS are expected to
have low traffic volume in the initial few years,
with some of them limited to just 1-2 flights
per day. Additionally, as highlighted earlier,
current VGF cap does not support commercial
viability of smaller aircrafts, which require less
airport infrastructure. Considering this, most
regional airports currently lack basic
infrastructure. Operation of scheduled regular
commercial flights shall require clear
understanding on the minimum infrastructure
requirements to make the airport / airstrip
operational while ensuring efficient use of the
available resources and infrastructure. This
planning will be critical to ensure that the
burden of additional capital requirement on

the airport operators, airlines or any other
service provider is limited. Limiting the burden
on stakeholders will not only increase the
commercial viability of existing RCS routes but
also accelerate the uptake of RCS on other
regional airports.
Considering the landmark changes notified in
the NCAP and the RCS, there is little doubt that
various market players involved in the aviation
sector would need to significantly evolve their
business models to ensure that RCS becomes
successful. Discussed below are some of the
areas which are currently limiting the potential
of RCS and that requires detailed planning for
future:

ATC/ANS
Other
Supporting
Infrastructure

Airline Staff

Operationalization
of RCS
Ticket
Booking
System

Airport Infrastructure
Security
arrangements/Staff

a) Air Navigation Services
In India, AAI is the sole authority responsible
for providing ANS and ATC services at the
airports. Air Navigation Training centres /
skilling centres are very few in the country. AAI

has a training college - Civil Aviation Training
College (CATC) at Allahabad, and its extensions
- National Institute of Aviation Training &
Management
(NIATAM)
at
Gondia
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(Maharashtra) and Hyderabad. Basis our
understanding, there is a severe shortage of
staff at the current operational airports. For
example, Delhi has only 360 air traffic
controllers against a requirement of 600, while
Mumbai has only 255 against a requirement of
455. A shortage of around 1,500 air traffic
controllers was revealed by a study sponsored
by Assocham which roughly translates into
40% of the country’s total ATC positions being
vacant. In recent past, AAI has also sought to
recruit retired defence personnel with
experience in air navigation to complete this
shortage.
Moreover, Bloomberg projects requirement of
40,000 additional air traffic controllers over
the next 14 years. With the limited training
facilities available presently, it is bound to
result in shortfall of 1000 controllers every
year.
Additionally, RCS airports will further increase
the requirement of ATC staff. Also, since RCS
airports will have limited connectivity in the
initial years, the efficiency of building
dedicated ATC infrastructure and putting staff
at each airport will have to be evaluated by
AAI. From AAI’s perspective, the challenge
would be in training the staff and locating them
in these remote areas. Considering the
shortage of staff at even major airports, first
step should be to allow private players in
Training of ATC and ANS staff. AAI may
consider this either through sub-contracting
mode or independent training academies, and
making them ready to manage the smaller RCS
airports. However, this will require further
streamlining, including some degree of
placement certainty (given the special & nontransferable nature of the skill), definition of
relevant training standards / protocols,
identification of approving / certifying
authority, etc. before inviting private sector
participation.
Moreover, in case of smaller type 2 RCS
airports, developing complete infrastructure
for ANS and staffing permanent employees at

each airport is not feasible and AAI has to look
at some other options. AAI has recognized
these challenges and has recently invited
tenders for 10 mobile towers to provide
navigation services at airports with limited
flight operations. Estimated cost of such tower
is expected to be ~ 7 crores. The tower will be
placed on a vehicle and will have one to four
controller positions apart from communication
and control systems, required for the
movement of plane. It will also have radar and
voice recorder and meteorological system. The
staff of nearby functional airports will be used
to serve at remote airports and no staff will be
positioned at remote airports. These mobile
towers can be very beneficial in regions with a
cluster of smaller airports in proximity,
allowing the tower to serve more than one
airport.
However, in regions where airports are >200
kms apart, mobile tower will not provide much
benefit due to travel time between airports
and hence, its service will be limited to just one
airport. Additionally, in remote areas, AAI will
also have to consider security of staff and
equipment of mobile tower, which will require
dedicated security escorts with the mobile
tower. Also, given the high cost and limited
utilization in such cases, mobile tower may not
provide any additional value over fixed tower.
One of the possible solutions to this problem is
the provision of centralized navigation services
manned by controllers stationed at nearby
major airports. Sweden is successfully using
remote navigation at one of its remote airports
named Ornskoldsvik, where the control tower
has multiple cameras which are watched by
controllers sitting at a distant airport to guide
the planes accordingly. The technology has
been purported to be cheaper and better than
the traditional towers requiring dedicated ATC
staff and expensive navigation equipment. It
also helps multiple small airports pool
navigation services cost while reducing
manpower requirement for ATC/ANS services.
Similar solutions have been tested in Norway,
Ireland and Australia as well. Sweden has
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already implemented remote tower based
navigation for three of its airports. However,
while such technology exists and have been
successfully tested overseas, its deployment in
Indian circumstances could be a little more
difficult considering the remoteness of RCS
airports, connectivity issues, absence of stable
power connection, etc. Hence, in the
immediate term, AAI may still have to rely on
the
traditional
solutions.
Increasing
penetration of 4G network will partly enable
the deployment of technology in Indian
context.
b) Airline staff availability
The RCS policy allows airlines to manage their
own ground handling at the RCS airports to
optimize costs. As highlighted earlier, the initial
years may witness low traffic at some RCS
airports. Moreover, considering the exclusivity
of operating routes for 3 years, many of the
RCS airports may see only one airlines
operating at the airport. This will make it very
challenging for any airline to manage the
ground handling for a daily capacity of 100-150
passengers. Airlines may find it uneconomical
to pay for under-utilized staff at RCS airports,
which only see 1-2 flight movements in a day.
In such cases, airlines can consider following
options:
•

•

Work with the airport operator to crosstrain some of the staff who could support
both the airport and the airlines in the
ground-handling functions.
In case, multiple airlines are operating at a
single airport, scale related challenge can
be partially overcome by encouraging all
airlines operating at the airport to share
the infrastructure facilities. This can also
trigger sharing of manpower resources
amongst airlines to ensure efficient
utilization of the staff and derive quality
service from them. However, it will be
interesting to see how airlines manage the
coordination amongst them to develop
and use such common resource pool, since

•

this idea will be a big deviation from the
current operating model of most airlines.
Airlines can cross train their flight crew on
the RCS routes to act as ground handling
staff and this staff can take care of checkin and other essential ground handling
services at the RCS airport. However, this
will increase the overall turnaround time
of the aircraft and reduce utilization of
aircraft.

Airlines will need to understand future traffic
demand and availability of skilled manpower
to decide between the options proposed.
c) Infrastructure creation & management
Some of the airports which were bid out in the
first phase of RCS are not equipped to handle
commercial flights. In fact, some of the airports
where flights have started also don’t have
adequate infrastructure, and airlines have to
bear load penalty on such routes. Case in point
is Shimla airport where Alliance Air is taking a
load penalty on Delhi-Shimla route since its
aircraft cannot carry a full flight of passengers.
Some other airports bid out in UDAN also have
similar infrastructure constraints and are not
ready to handle commercial flights.
Government will have to make significant
investment in infrastructure to prepare these
airports for scheduled commercial flight
operations. Ideally, in case of such airports, the
airport development should typically take
place after a route to that airport gets bid-out
and there is traffic certainty. However,
planning for additional infrastructure will need
to be done carefully to ensure that there are
no budget constraints.
As notified in the RCS, AAI is the authority
designated to carry out upgradation of
regional airports. However, there is ambiguity
on the time that AAI will take to upgrade the
airport as well as cost implications of this
upgrade. Each regional airport that is bid-out
for the new RCS route will first need to
undergo a technical scan to understand the
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infrastructure gaps that it may have in order to
handle the scheduled commercial flights.
AAI already plans to invest INR ~17,500 Crores
in the next 5 years to improve airport
infrastructure in India. However, this amount
does not appear to be adequate to support the
sector’s need of investment. AAI has already
started undertaking development works on
some of the prominent airports such as Kadapa

and Tirupati airports. Kadapa airport has
already been bid out as part of RCS. As per a
statement by MoCA, out of the 43 airports that
were to host UDAN flights in the first round,
only 30 were expected to be operationally
ready by September 30, 2017. For future
developments, AAI might prioritize airports for
infrastructure development in the following
way:

Develop the airports which were bid out in Phase 1 of RCS

Develop RCS airports which require minor upgrade works (Capex <INR 5 Crorers)

Develop airports where airlines have shown interest of flying in near future. In such
scenarios, AAI may seek commitment from airlines that they will start operations within
3 months of development of those airports

Develop adequate infrastructure at existing airports which are near cities with >2 million
catchment population. In case there are two such population centers within 200 Km
distance, AAI should develop only one of them

Develop airports with tourism potential

AAI and State Government would need to proactively publicise their commitment towards
developing the unserved / underserved
airports so that new airlines can plan in
advance and add sufficient fleet and staff.
Moreover, infrastructure development should
be in line with traffic demand and for airports
with 1-2 flights a day, focus should be on
developing just enough infrastructure to
support commercial operations.

In addition to the provision of airside
infrastructure and terminal space, some
investment shall also be required in installing
basic airport systems – baggage handling
systems, check-in counters, screening
machines, etc. While the rehabilitation &
upgradation of infrastructure will be
undertaken by AAI, ownership of the airport
shall continue to be with the existing owner of
the airport (State Government / private
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operator / AAI, etc.). As such there will be a
need to arrange smooth transfer of the new
infrastructure post its operationalization to the
owner of the airport who shall maintain the
facilities going forward.

With respect to our discussion with senior
executives across various airport developers,
we believe that the following could be an
indicative of required infrastructure at an RCS
airport.

Table 9: Operational facilities for 4 types of Aircraft

Description

Land Required
Runway

Basic Strip
Terminal
Building
Apron

Type-I
Gen. Aviation 20Seater aircraft

Type-II
ATR-42

Type-III
CRJ-700 Q-400
ATR-72

Type-IV
AB-319/320/321

200-600 Acres
1800M X 45M
1100M X 30M (PCN 1400M X 45M (PCN
2250M X 45M (PCN
(PCN for CRJ-700/
for ATR-42)
for ATR-72)
for AB-320)
Q-400)
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
75m +75m =
75m +75m =
150m +150m =
150m +150m =
150m (VFR)
150M (VFR)
300m (IFR)
300m (IFR)
350 sqm (approx) 960 sqm (approx) 1985 sqm (approx) 3600 sqm (approx)
No A/C
Security Hold: A/C Security Hold: A/C
Bldg.: A/C
2 Nos.
2 Nos.
2 Nos.
2 Nos.
20 Seater Aircrafts
ATR-42 type
ATR-72/ Q-400 ‘C’ Type i.e. AB- 320

The following diagram illustrates the phased development of an RCS airport and its slow and steady
ramp up to meet the traffic growth:
Figure 21: RCS airport phased development
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Total Land Area Required = 400-600 Acres (Approx.) Runway: Phased development
Phase – I

1100-1200 M (Up to 20 Seater Aircraft)

Phase – II

1400-1500 M (40-50 Seater Aircraft)

Phase – III

1800-2000 M (60-100 Seater Aircraft)

Phase - IV

2250-2450 M (100-180 Seater Aircraft)

The following table illustrates the design considerations of an RCS terminal across various categories:
Table 10: Terminal Design Considerations

Category
Area Norms
Peak Hour Pax

Arrival hall
Conveyor Belts
Check-in area
Concessionaires

Air Conditioning
Walls
Flooring
Pax area
VIP Room
Kerb
Partitions / Glazed
False Ceiling
Roofing
Interiors and VIP
room

TYPE - I
10 sqm/pax

TYPE-II
TYPE-III
TYPE-IV
TYPE-V
10 sqm/pax 10 sqm/pax
12 sqm/pax
12 sqm/pax
40D+Arrival
40D+A
50D+50A
75A+75D
100D+100A
hall
FACILITIES
Small arrival Small arrival
Arrival Hall
Arrival Hall
No arrival Hall
Hall
Hall
available
available
Lazy rollers/
No Belts
No Belts
Conveyor Belts Conveyor Belts
table
Inside the
Inside the
In Kerb
In Kerb
In Kerb
terminal
terminal
Security Hold, Security Hold,
Security Hold Security Hold Security Hold
Check-in and Check-in and
Area
Area
Area
Arrival hall
Arrival hall
Only in
Only in
Only in
Security Hold
Security Hold Security Hold Security Hold
Area and
Total Building
Area
Area
Area
Check-in Area
Infills between structural elements will be, preferably with local materials
Local material/vitrified tile
Marble/ Granite/ Wooden/Special Grade Vitrified Tile
Kota Stone
Steel Frame with Cement Boards / Gypsum Boards filled with Mineral Wool
& 19 mm Commercial boards
Fibre Board / Calcium Silicate
Profile sheet roofing – Steel

Other aspect of infrastructure constraint which
affects regional connectivity is congestion at

To confirm to local aesthetics

major airports of India. Both Delhi and
Mumbai, which are the major airports which
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form part of a significant large number of RCS
routes bid out in Round 1 of RCS scheme have
been unable to allocate slots for RCS routes.
However, Ministry of Civil aviation is pursuing
usage of secondary airports in these cities to
kick start RCS routes. Case in point is planned
usage of Hindon Airbase for commercial RCS
flights arising from Delhi.
d) Airport security and other airport staff
Security is an area which cannot be
compromised or overlooked even at the
regional airports. The Government will have to
ensure adequate security arrangements are
made both on the landside and airside at RCS
airports. Some of the smaller airports in the
country have already witnessed few incidents
compromising airside security. For example, a
flight skidded-off while landing when a herd of
wild boars came on the runway in December
2015. In November 2014, a flight severely
damaged its engine when it hit a buffalo which
had accidentally strayed on the runway. Apart
from the risk of immediate loss of life and
property, these incidences also risk far greater
repercussions on the overall sense of security
at the regional airports. Given the remote
location of the RCS airports, avoiding these
stray incidents becomes critical.
Even though some routes from the first phase
of bidding have been operationalized, we still
see the need of different security setup for
smaller airports. While the operating hours of
the RCS airport may be limited, the security
apparatus, especially peripheral landside and
airside security may still be required on a 24x7
basis. Operational cost of maintaining a
dedicated CISF team at these airports to
provide security is prohibitive and will limit the
reach of UDAN program. CISF has proposed a
solution by suggesting that for smaller airports,
they can mobilise their nearby teams for
baggage screening and passenger frisking. In
this case, while CISF will focus on securing the
aircraft, the local police can provide perimeter
security and ensure 24/7 vigilance in the area.
This will require managing inter-agency

coordination, and effective protocols to ensure
both airport and aircraft are secured. Protocols
should clearly define roles of local police and
CISF, and split responsibilities amongst them.
Additionally, electronic intrusion detection and
prevention systems can also be evaluated, but
their costs are typically prohibitive. CISF can
also carry a portable Baggage screening
machine with them or on very smaller airports,
airline can also be mandated to carry portable
baggage screening machines.
To provide additional layer of security for such
cases, transfer passengers from regional
airports can be further screened through more
sophisticated security setup at next major nonRCS airport. However, even with this set-up
availability of trained security manpower to
accommodate all RCS airports will remain a
challenge for CISF.
The Government can also plan to involve
private participation by scrutinising and
shortlisting
private
security
agencies,
approved & accredited by BCAS, and allow
them to provide non-core security functions at
airports. While private security agencies are
involved largely in access control roles,
currently, this will involve significant up-skilling
and training to ensure preparedness for
handling security and safety related aspects.
Similarly, for type 2 airports, maintaining a
dedicated ground staff for regular functions
such as civil maintenance, cleaning and other
support will be a significant financial burden on
the airport. To overcome this government may
consider one of the following options:
•

•

Cross training of employees, where
government hire for the most specialized
job such as Aircraft rescue and Fire Fighters
and enable same person to provide other
support services to the airport during nonoperational hours of the airport
Joint operational management of the
airport premises with municipality
employees or nearby commercial
establishment. In such cases municipality
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employees can provide cleaning services
to the airport and other relevant
government department can provide
maintenance work for other civil and
electrical maintenance works.
e) Provision of online infrastructure for
booking tickets
Spreading awareness among the public about
the availability of tickets on new RCS routes
could be one of the major constraints for the
new airlines. National carriers on the new
routes will not face the issue as they have
access to current booking platforms, such as
ticket-sales sites, and hence can easily sell the
tickets. However, getting access to online
infrastructure for the new airlines would be a
challenge and will be a costly affair. Lack of
awareness amongst passengers will lead to low
occupancy and losses. Hence, the government
should plan to create a platform for these

airlines, which would otherwise have difficulty
in getting access to booking platforms, for the
sale of tickets.
f) Development of access infrastructure
Effective implementation of RCS also requires
that airport has good quality support
infrastructure and is well connected with its
catchment area. An airport with poor access
and with limited commute alternates will not
offer a convenient travel alternate for
residents and thus, will not be able to take
flying to common man. Given that regional
airports will have only 1-2 flights a day,
developing a dedicated approach road for
airport will be financially prohibitive. In such
cases government should focus on connecting
airports via either 1) City roads, where usage is
not limited to just airport passengers 2) Single
lane road connecting airport from nearest
highway.

The Regional Connectivity Scheme is a much-needed positive initiative towards making flying
accessible and affordable to large parts of the country which are not connected today. While
the current RCS mechanism provides strong impetus to 80 seater aircrafts; a greater policy
support will be required to enhance penetration for smaller aircrafts which can provide
connectivity to the hinterland of the country.
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APPENDIX: GLOBAL CASE STUDIES
This section explores the policies active in
different regions of the world to address the
issues related to remote and regional
connectivity. We have analysed the operating
models of select countries and tried to
benchmark some international best practices
to promote domestic connectivity.
The economic activities associated with
aviation play an important role in a nation’s

income. It also increases international trade
and stimulates developments in the tourism
industry. Furthermore, exporting products and
boosting tourism generates substantial
additional income and job opportunities.
Hence, government offering subsidy to airlines
is not a novel idea in the aviation industry. In
fact, a majority of flag carriers operating today
are established with the help and support from
the government.

ESSENTIAL AIR SERVICES – US
The Essential Air Service (EAS) is a program
implemented by the U.S. federal government
to support small communities. Its aim is to
maintain a minimal level of scheduled air
service to these communities that otherwise
would not be profitable. This came in response
to the Airline Deregulation Act, passed in 1978,
which gave U.S. airlines freedom to determine
which markets to serve domestically and what

fares to charge. This has created a very
competitive air transportation industry as
national airline only operate routes which are
considered profitable, leaving out remote and
regional areas due to a lack of travel demand.
To encourage airline operating services serving
these unprofitable routes in the rural areas,
the federal government has offered subsidies
to cover the airlines’ losses.

Figure 21: Comparison of Number of Airports across States of US

Source: National Journal, USA
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Selection of EAS Community

Selection of Carrier

The EAS program is administered by the Office
of the Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT), which enforces the
eligibility requirements and determines the
level of service required at eligible
communities. Initially, approximately 746
communities across the USA were receiving
support but later congress tightened the
criteria for EAS. Communities are now eligible
for receiving subsidy if the community received
EAS support between September 2010-11 and
satisfies the following conditions:

DoT uses a bid system open to all regional
airlines for selecting the carrier. The evaluation
criteria for proposals includes:

•
•

•
•

It is located more than 70 miles from the
nearest hub;
It requires a subsidy rate of less than $200
per passenger, unless community is more
than 210 miles from a hub;
Average rate of subsidy is less than $1000
per passenger;
It had an average 10 enplanements per
service day during the most recent fiscal
year.

By the end of FY2016, 173 communities in the
United States received subsidized service
under EAS.
Minimum Specifications for operations
The minimum level of service at an eligible
community is determined by the DOT by
specifying:
•
•
•
•

A hub through which community is linked
to the national network
Minimum number of round trips and
available seats
Characteristics of aircraft to be used
Maximum permissible intermediate stops
to hub

In general, DOT subsidises 2-4 round trips per
day with small aircrafts to one hub. In certain
cases, it may subsidize a higher frequency or
flights to more than one hub.

•
•
•
•

Service reliability
Contractual & marketing arrangement
with large carriers
Interline agreements
Community view

DOT generally applies a 2-year contract but has
recently shifted to 4-year agreements. There is
also a Hold-In Clause to prevent air carriers
from discontinuing the service before DOT can
find another service provider. Since subsidy is
not formally considered in the evaluation
process, the airlines are not incentivized to
minimize cost of flying beyond the cap level of
$200 per passenger
Program Funding
The EAS program is funded from overflight fees
paid to the Federal Aviation Administration by
foreign aircraft that transit U.S. airspace
without landing in or taking off from the United
States. It is supplemented with discretionary
annual appropriations by the Congress. The
overall funding for FY2016 was around $288
Mn. (Denver Post)
Community Involvement
The community has an important involvement
in maintaining EAS service at their airports. As
well as in selection of the Air carrier. This gives
a boost to local carriers and charter service
providers to apply for the program. It is also
responsible for financially contributing
towards the subsidy.
Incentives for Better Service
The EAS also has financial incentives in the EAS
contracts aligned to specified performance
goals to encourage air carriers to improve
services. Some policies are described below.
First, the department incentivizes airlines to
maintain reliable service at EAS communities
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as the pay-out is linked to the actual number of
scheduled flights that the airline has
completed.
Secondly, the subsidy is decided at the
beginning of the contract based on the
projected difference between the cost and
profit provided by airline. The airline then is
exposed to both the positive and negative
movement in the actual performance. Hence,
airlines have every incentive to increase
revenues further and reduce costs.
Thirdly, DOT also awards increments to the
length of the contact for providing reliable
service.
Conclusion
Similar to the Indian RCS, aimed at boosting air
connectivity and creating sustainable routes,
Essential Air Service is a program aimed at
providing/maintaining air service to nonsustainable community aircrafts. The overall

budget spending for the program was $288
Mn. in 2017 (~4x the proposed budget for RCS
Scheme). The budget is high mainly because of
lower cost control (subsidy not part of
selecting Carrier) and higher subsidy pay-out
($200 per passenger compared to ~$65 VGF for
stage length of 500 kms).
The airports in the US are decentralized and
most are managed by local communities or
state governments. The federal government
provides funding for the upgradation and
upkeep of smaller airports through the Airport
Improvement Program. This decentralized
ownership with funding support ensures most
airports are well maintained and operational.
Another successful highlight of the US model is
the high number of regional airlines part of the
program. This is majorly because of increased
involvement of the community/ municipality in
carrier selection. This gives an opportunity to
local carriers to small airlines to win contracts.

PUBLIC SERVICE OBLIGATION – EU
The Public Service Obligation is the established
mechanism across the European Union as well
as in the European Economic Area for the
public support of air service to remote regions.
It is defined under the Articles 16, 17 and 18 of
Regulation (EEC) No 1008/2008 This scheme
also applies to road, rail and sea modes. The
program was introduced as a flanking measure
to the liberalization of air transport within the
EU in 1992, for reasons not dissimilar to those
underlying the rationale for establishing the US
EAS policy.
As of August 2017, there were roughly 178
aviation PSOs in effect within EU. Norway has
the largest number of PSO routes (around 60),
followed by France with around 40. Spain,
Portugal and Scotland have 10–12 routes each.
The average legs vary between about 600 km
(France) and 200 km (Norway). The average
seating capacity varies between larger aircraft

of 110–70 seats (Portugal and France), 50–35
seats (Spain, Sweden and Germany) while
Scotland are using smaller aircraft down to 10–
15 seats. Norway has 15 seats as minimum,
whereas most aircraft are 39 seats. The
average subsidy level in Germany is around
EUR 120 per passenger, for Norway, Sweden
and Scotland it is around EUR 60 per
passenger, while France and Portugal had
subsidies of slightly above EUR 20 per
passenger. The absence
of central
coordination makes it difficult to obtain the
fiscal data for PSOs across the country.
Selection of PSO Routes
Individual member states, through their
central government or regional government
have the legal authority to impose a PSO. Any
PSO is chosen if it is either a) A peripheral or
development region or b) A thin route vital for
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the economic growth of the region. No
network routes are allowed as each route
needs to be specified separately and evaluated
as such. In general, PSO routes are domestic
but cross-border routes can also be defined.
The number of PSOs vary greatly from country
to country. In Portugal, nearly 40% domestic
seats are PSOs with similar levels seen in
France, Italy and Greece. On the other hand,
Germany, Iceland and Sweden have
insignificant PSO operations.
Selection of Air Carrier
The process is well defined and involves issuing
an invitation to tender which is published in
the Official Journal of the EU. There are two
types of routes for PSOs
1) Open PSO – Any air carrier can operate the
PSO if it meets their requirements. No
exclusivity or compensation awarded.
2) Restricted PSO – In case no air carrier is
interested in operating the route, the state
can restrict the access to a single airline
and compensate its operational losses.
The tender usually stipulates minimum service
conditions such as: Number of round trips per
day; Seat capacity per day; Route pattern
(including number of stops at different airports
and time schedules); Number of days per year
with no service; Size of aircraft; Emissions to air
of specified substances; Airfares, etc. The
winner of the bid is normally the bidder who
claims the lowest subsidy for operating a
specific route area. Typically, the PSOs are 4year long.
To understand the PSO structure in detail we
reviewed the application of the scheme in
three countries: Norway, Sweden and France.
1) Norway
The difficult terrains of Norway make ground
transportation challenging. Thus, Norway
aggressively adopted air transport and has the
highest number of PSOs (61) in Europe. PSO
has been in effect since its inception in 1997

and has replaced a system of licences in
Norway where carriers accepted certain
obligations in return for monopoly in the
sectors.
The airports that are part of the PSO are
generally remote and regional airports and
typically operate 800-1000 m runways. These
airports are maintained by Avinor, a stateowned company. While traffic has been stable
at the airports, improved surface transport and
better access to larger airports through lowfare carriers has led to pronounced leakage of
passengers from smaller Norwegian airports to
larger regional hubs.
This has resulted in Norway not being able to
attract more airlines and induce competitive
bidding on many routes. By far, the largest
contractor is Widerøe - the largest regional
airline in the Nordic countries, operating a
sizeable fleet of STOL aircraft centred on the
Dash 8. Danish Air Transport, Lufttransport and
Kato Airline have also won bids. Typical PSO
flights operate from one or more regional
airports to the larger Norwegian hubs at Oslo,
Bergen, Trondheim, Bodø, Tromsø and
Kirkenes.
The Norwegian authorities generally set the
maximum PSO fare level on the routes which
can vary significantly.
2) Sweden
As a member of the EU, Sweden adheres to the
PSO regime about subsidies for air transport to
remote regions. Under the national regulatory
framework, regional and local authorities are
authorized to award directed aid to an
individual business if there is an exceptional
reason to do so.
To December 2014, Sweden had 10 designated
PSO routes. As in other EU countries, PSO
contracts are for four years but can be
terminated earlier by Trafikverket, the Swedish
Transport Administration. The Authority did so
in March 2015 when it withdrew the PSO
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licenses for three routes from Estonia's Avies
due to technical problems.

tender in a transparent and non-discriminatory
manner.

Within Sweden the level of subsidy varies with
considerable differences. According to a 2010
report, compensation per passenger-km in
2007 varied from 3 eurocents on the routes
from Stockholm to Arvidsjaur, Gällivare and
Hemavan, to as much as EUR1.75 between
Pajala and Luleå. In comparison, the proposed
subsidy under RCS is around 12 eurocents per
passenger-km for 500 km stage length.

There are 40 routes on which PSOs are
imposed as per DGAC data in August 2017. The
number constantly changes as local authorities
request imposition of PSOs. The funding for the
PSOs is also mainly supported by the local
community
with
Central
government
responsible for maintenance of the airports.

3) France
The office of French Carriers and Public
Intervention is responsible for deciding PSOs in
France. The regime is a combination of
European and French rules. The main goal is to
support routes on a territorial development
planning approach, introducing frequencies
and ensuring continuity of services.
The process is as mentioned in the European
guidelines
where
minimum
specific
requirements are mentioned as part of a

Conclusion
While the inconsistencies in the approach and
commitment towards remote air services
provision lead to reduced transparency in
designation of PSOs, the variability is
important to manage the differing
requirements across Europe. The flexible
subsidy levels allow countries such as Norway
to provide connectivity to remote locations
with low traffic and difficult conditions. The
decentralized structure allows for national and
regional governments to better assess the
cost-benefits of providing services on different
routes.

REGIONAL AVIATION ACCESS PROGRAM (RAAP) – AUSTRALIA
The Australian Government provides targeted
support for aerodrome infrastructure and
subsidies for air services to remote areas
where they are not commercially viable. The
Regional Aviation Access Program (RAAP)
scheme offers funding assistance for access
and safety upgrades to remote aerodromes as
well as subsidized air services. RAAP is funded
by Australian Government and administered
by the Department of Infrastructure and
Regional Development.
The Remote Air Services Subsidy (RASS)
Scheme is one of the five components of the
RAAP. It subsidizes a regular weekly air
transport service for the carriage of passengers
and goods to communities in remote and
isolated areas of Australia.

Selection of Community
A RASS community ranges from a small familyrun cattle station through to an indigenous
hinterland community with a population
ranging from 6 ~ 200 people. To be eligible for
RASS, a community must have a demonstrated
need for a weekly service and be sufficiently
remote in terms of surface travel to a
population centre or neighbouring community
receiving a weekly transport service.
In FY2014-15, the RASS Scheme provided some
363 communities in remote and isolated areas
of Australia with improved access through the
subsidy of a regular air transport service.
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Selection of Carrier
There are six air operators providing air
transport services to 257 remote communities
throughout Queensland, Northern Territory,
South Australia, Western Australia and
Tasmania.
Air operators are contracted with the
Australian Government for a fixed term and
are selected in accordance with the

Commonwealth Procurement Rules. The RASS
subsidy is paid directly to the air operator. In
addition, since September of 2014, carriers can
apply for funding through the Australia
Enroute Charges Payment Scheme. This was
launched to offer a subsidy to air operators
providing aeromedical services to regional and
remote locations through a reimbursement of
Enroute air navigation charges levied by
Airservices Australia.

Table 11: Current and Projected Funding for RASS.

Year
FY 2013-14
FY 2014-15
FY 2015-16
FY 2016-17
FY 2017-18

Funding (USD mn)
14.8
14.3
9.7
10
10.2

Source: Department of Infrastructure and Regional Development, Government of Australia

Conclusion
In contrast to RCS, The RAAP program is
tailored to provide support in a more restricted
manner. Hence, it requires a considerably
smaller level of program funding. It also has a
well-defined subsidy criteria and transparency
inherent in Australian programs. In the context
of this study, the salient features of the RAAP
program are the investments made in airport
infrastructure based on regular inspections to
maintain appropriate safety levels and the

targeted subsidy based on specified
requirements. It is aimed at providing weekly
connectivity to remote locations required for
sustenance.
Another unique aspect of the Australian
Subsidy Program is the support in providing
relief to aeromedical flights for air navigation
charges. These Aeromedical flights are also
used to provide essential goods and
sometimes connectivity to very remote areas.

REMOTE CONNECTIVITY REGULATIONS IN CANADA
Canada covers an immense landmass and
there are important differences between
urban, remote and arctic Canada. Outside of
urban major centres, population concentration
declines and access to services and its cost
increase. It is estimated that rural areas cover
99.8% of the nation’s territory and account for
only 24% of its population. Because of the
climate, vast distances, and environmental
concerns, remote Canada is thus highly
dependent on aviation to transport passengers
and freight on a year-round basis. The

importance of air transportation in Canada’s
remote and arctic regions is well recognized in
Federal Government Policies.
In the 1960s, the Federal Government owned
and operated all airports and the national
airline. Serving remote areas was part of
“public duty” and sustained by a Consolidated
Revenue Fund. But with de-regulations in the
aviation industry in the 1980s, the government
began the slow process of transfer of
ownership of airport operations. This could
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lead to disruption in services to remote
locations. Therefore, Canada introduced
various programs to ensure regional
connectivity.
Regional Connectivity Policy
The Airport Capital Assistance Program (ACAP)
was established by the National Airport Policy
(NAP) and implemented in 1995 to aid airports
in financing capital projects related to safety,
asset protection and operating cost reduction.
It divided airports into five categories: National
Airport Systems (Major cities and provincial
and territorial capitals), regional/local airports
(less than 200,000 passengers), small, remote
and arctic airports. Ownership of most of the
airports was shifted to regional or local
governments as they would have better
understanding of community needs.
With respect to the basic air services for
remote communities, Canada followed a light
regulation model. After the industry
deregulation, government established a direct
subsidy program based on competitive bidding
to support air services to regional airports.
Also, several impositions were made on
dominant carriers to operate remote routes
for a period of three years, unless a new carrier
start providing services.
Over time, the Canadian policy for promoting
regional aviation has changed considerably.
While the PSO and EAS tender out contracts in

a competitive bidding system, Canada goes
further in tailoring the support to specific
needs, like shipments of food, medication,
mail, tools and equipment and medical
requirements. The support is also assigned to
specific travel purposes, like medical care.
Health Canada
Health Canada is found to have a major role in
the provision of air service to small remote
communities. Equal access to health services is
a primary objective of the Canada Health Act.
As a result, Health Canada implemented
several programs at the provincial level to
ensure communities’ access to medical care
services. Where alternative transportation
modes are scarce or not available, these
programs are fundamentally forms of support
to air travel. Medical transportation needs are
currently decentralized and managed at
regional level by organizations such as First
Nations and Inuit Communities.
Food Mail Program
The Food Mail Program is a combined subsidy
to food cargo (and other essential items) for
isolated northern communities. The program
covers the difference between the revenues
collected by Canada Post and the direct costs
of service provision. It helps grant equal access
to essential items by providing healthy food
choices at affordable prices.

Figure 22: Food Mail Program Network

Source: Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development, Canada
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Local Organizations
Many other local organizations and non-profits
work towards providing connectivity to small
and remote communities. Inuit and First
Nation Organizations are mandated to receive
compensation monies from the federal
government. Part of this is used to provide air
services to local communities. They do so by
establishing fully owned or joint venture
carriers. This ensures operational efficiency
and a better subsidy mechanism as these
organizations use smaller equipment matching
lower capacity as compared to big carriers that
used to serve small communities with larger
aircrafts.

to be effective under light regulation. Federal
Government and Transport Canada policies are
aligned to address the needs of remote Canada
by providing infrastructure to support
communities’ development. Moreover, Health
Canada, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
(INAC), and Inuit and First Nations
Organizations play important roles in assuring
equitable accessibility to services and
commodities by supporting air transportation.
While Indian RCS scheme plans to compensate
airlines with payment per service operations,
Canadian carriers receive financial support
matched to specific shipment (food, mail,
medication, tools, and equipment) increasing
the efficiency of spending.

Conclusion
Canada’s National Policy for providing basic air
service to small remote communities appears

DIRECT SUBSIDY PROGRAM IN CHINA AND RUSSIA
1) China
China's airline industry was founded during the
early 1950s when the country was newly
established, and the airlines were used as
instruments of national policy for government
administration, trade and tourism. Prior to
1980, the industry was a semi-military
organization with the Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC) being a
department of the air force. The industry was
regulated in every facet of air services
provision including market entry, route entry,
frequency, pricing and even passenger
eligibility for air travel. It was, therefore, a
CAAC monopoly.
The period from 1980-90 saw huge reforms in
the Chinese Aviation Industry including
• Simplifying the traditional four-level
administration
system
for
air
transportation to a 2-level system, the
CAAC and regional civil aviation bureaus

•
•
•
•

Establishing six state-owned trunk airlines
based on the partition of regions
De-militarization of airline industry
Separating airport operations from airline
operations; and
Easing market entry

With the establishment of these independent
airlines, CAAC's main role became one of
regulation and coordination, involving issuing
airline licenses, approving route entry and
exits, pricing and designing strategic plans for
the industry.
With the liberalization of China's airline
industry, several trunk airlines and more than
a dozen small local airlines emerged, and the
airline network has expanded rapidly. The
number
of domestic,
regional
and
international routes increased by an annual
rate of 11.6% for the 1990-94 period. There
were more than 600 domestic routes as of
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1994, almost four times the number of routes
in 1980. Moreover, the network pattern has
fundamentally changed from a single airline,
linear network to a local, "hub-and-spoke "
system. Over time China developed a welldefined multi-tiered transportation system
where passengers fly to hub airports and
transfer to regional jets to continue their
journey to small and remote cities. This leads
to increased demand for remote services.

70 passengers or fly routes of up to 800
kilometres.
Subsidy Program
The China’s civil aviation authority has been
providing direct subsidies to state owned
airlines and regional civil aviation bureaus to
keep operations sustainable and improve
connectivity across the connectivity.
The annual subsidy provided for domestic
connectivity has nearly doubled in the last 3
years. In 2017, Civil Aviation Administration of
China (CAAC) announced thirty-one Chinese
carriers will receive 987.6 million yuan in
subsidies for operating regional routes.

Selection of Regional Flights
Under the transportation policy, regional
flights are defined by aircraft which seat under

Figure 23: Top 5 Chinese Airlines with Most Subsidy (in million Chinese Yuan) in 2017
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Data shows that over 75% of the subsidy will
go to the Southwest Regional Administration,
North China Regional Administration and
Xinjiang Regional Administration, with the

Southwest Regional Administration to get
48.81%, and 26.4% of the subsidy will be
allocated to support the Tibetan routes.

Figure 24: China’s Region-wise Share of Subsidy in 2017
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2) Russia
Domestic air transport in Russia was severely
curtailed after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Official statistics show a passenger volume of
56.9 million people in 2010, which is
substantially lower than the 62 million
domestic passengers in 1975. Meanwhile
international passenger volumes climbed from
3.6 million in 1991 to 27.7 million in 2010. The
number of routes served in 2012 within
Russian territory was 1,337, down from just
under 5,000 in 1990. Over the same period the
number of Russian airports receiving
scheduled air services dropped from 1,302 to
315.
Subsidy Program
Faced by this decline in regional traffic, Russia
took steps in the early 2000s to boost regional
China and Russia promote and sustains
regional connectivity through providing direct
subsidies to airlines and airport operators. The
process for allocation of budget is not market
driven but rather state-driven.

growth with a national public transport
strategy. The plan envisaged the number of
regional airports to reach 357 by 2020 and over
500 ten years later. Subsidies of 2 billion rubles
were allocated to lease payments for new
aircraft and about 1 billion rubles a year was
targeted on fare subsidies.
In 2014, according to Russia's Federal Air
Transport Agency, 19 airlines participated in a
domestic routes subsidy program covering a
network of 130 destinations. This covered over
530,000 passengers on 12,000 flights. After the
first nine months of the year, authorities
excluded routes where stable demand had
been formed.
Conclusion
As major airlines and infrastructure are
centrally controlled by the state, they can
promote regional connectivity by regulating
over route access and providing subsidies for
unsustainable operations.
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